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Zygonic Theory: Introduction, Scope, and Prospects

Adam Ockelford

This extended article introduces Adam Ockelford’s ‘zygonic’ theory of music-structural understanding, which holds that imitation, which can occur in all domains of perceived sound and at all levels, is the ultimate organising force in music. Hence the theory is potentially of value not only in theoretical terms (shown here in relation to the first movement of Mozart’s Piano Sonata K. 333), but metatheoretically too, as a tool to interrogate other systems of musical analysis (an example is provided in relation to Allan Forte’s ‘set-theoretical’ method). The zygonic approach also enables the powers of influence at work in group improvisation to be captured, permitting the evolution of musical ideas to be charted as they unfold in time between performers, and a zygonic analysis of a short, improvised song with piano accompaniment is provided by way of illustration. Finally, zygonic theory prospectively offers an epistemological link between the sister (though sometimes apparently incompatible) disciplines of music psychology and music theory – an avenue that is explored briefly in conclusion.

1. Preamble

Although it was not named as such for some years afterwards, zygonic theory was born in 1983 when, as a young composer, I was interested to see whether some of the techniques of serialism, with which I had been experimenting as a composition student at the Royal Academy of Music in London, could be made more generally accessible to listeners. Would it be possible to adapt Arnold Schönberg’s original ideas to work within what I thought of as the ‘musical vernacular’ – the broadly accepted notion of tonality with which Western listeners are implicitly familiar? This line of thought led naturally to a review of the rather more venerable principles of canonic writing. Could the ancient notion of imitation be fused with the more recent invention of serialism to create musical structures that would appeal both on a conceptual level to those attending with an analytical mindset and to ‘everyday’ listeners, for whom an unwitting grasp of the music’s organisation may intuitively give a sense of aesthetic satisfaction?

The result was a series of choral folksong arrangements, which, while adhering to the traditional principles of Western tonal harmony, nonetheless used a combination of advanced contrapuntal and neo-serial techniques. Here, for example, is an excerpt from an unpublished nine-part setting of the British folksong O Waly, Waly. The tune is placed in the middle of the accompanying texture, which comprises vocal lines made up entirely of three-note melodic cells, derived from the climax of O Waly, Waly – ‘A, B♭, C’ – that
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is, the intervallic pattern (+1, +2) semitones. These cells function like miniature tone-rows, and appear in retrograde (+2, +1), inverted (−1, −2) and inverse-retrograde (−2, −1) forms. Rhythmically, they are free from any imitative constraints, and they are permitted to overlap within a single line. Through this musical fabric, an inverse-retrograde canonic thread is woven, whose turning point is the third beat of bar 28. See Figure 1.

Although I felt that this arrangement of O Waly, Waly succeeded in the sense of imbuing an easily digestible tonal texture with strict intellectual coherence, I soon discovered that unless the structural niceties that I had so painstakingly fashioned were pointed out to listeners – even to fellow musicians – they passed by unnoticed. If asked what struck them about the passage in question (Figure 1), people usually made a response in relation to the richness of the chromatic harmonies. Now, it may or may not have been the case that the strict organisation in the domain of pitch gave the music a particular feeling of unity that was perceived nonconsciously; there was no way of telling. But in any case, it was clear that this was not the principal form of musical structure that was in play from a perceptual point of view. Listeners’ reactions suggested that the arrangement of O Waly, Waly made sense – and had an emotional impact – quite irrespective of its neo-serial and canonic convolutions. Evidently, then, there must have been other, more fundamental, kinds of structure present, which I had used unwittingly and which listeners, irrespective of their level of musical expertise, were intuitively able to grasp. I was curious to know what these properties were and just how they worked.

This was a problem, though, to which no answer was immediately apparent. So I took a step back and reflected upon those structural aspects that I had devised and of which, therefore, I felt I had some understanding. The neo-serial and canonic techniques had a common element – imitation – and it occurred to me that when one musical feature was created by imitating another, then, to the musical mind that recognised the replication, it was as though the first metaphorically exerted some form of control over second. From my (the composer’s) point of view, to whom all manner of sounds had theoretically been conceivable when arranging O Waly, Waly, it seemed, in retrospect, that imitation had given me a way of bringing order to the theoretically infinite sonic palette from which I had been free to make choices.

When listening to the music, it was clear that imitation was the vehicle that drove musical logic and coherence at the motivic and thematic levels, but it did not appear to be applicable to other aspects of the piece. What about those chromatic harmonies, for example, to which listeners had referred upon encountering my arrangement of O Waly, Waly? Was it possible that imitation was somehow at work in relation to these and other musical elements too? Perhaps. But how, I could not imagine.

My train of thought having reached a cul-de-sac, I turned for inspiration to the music-theoretical and analytical literature: not so much texts about counterpoint and serialism,

---

1 By coincidence, the year in which I was working on my arrangement of O Waly, Waly (1983) was the year in which Allan Forte first published his analysis of Brahms’s String Quartet in C minor – in which he identifies the key role of the motive (+2, +1) and its three isomorphic derivatives. (See also Huron’s 1998 critique of Forte’s analysis.)

2 Fred Lerdahl’s paper on the possible conflicts between ‘compositional’ and ‘listening’ grammars was still some way off (1992).
I leaned my back up against some oak, thinking that he was a trusty tree; but first he bent and then he broke, and so did my...
whose structural mechanisms were (I thought) clear, but to other topics, including form, process, harmony and tonality. Here, there was relatively little mention of imitation per se, but an almost universal recognition of the part played by a closely related concept: repetition.

The traditional notion of musical form, for example, as espoused by writers ranging from Stewart Macpherson (1915) to Wallace Berry (1966 – subsequently re-issued in 1986), with its notion of stereotyped structures such as A A' A'' A''' … (characteristic of variation sets), A B A (‘ternary’ form) and A B A C A … (the ‘rondo’), implicates repetition both within pieces and between them. It was also evident that repetition is central to the various motivic-cum-thematic theories that have been propounded, in whose development the music and writings of Schönberg have proved seminal. His ideas were taken to their logical extreme by a one-time pupil, Rudolph Réti (1951), who demonstrated, to his own satisfaction at least, that many works from the Western classical repertoire are each built on a single theme, surface contrasts notwithstanding. In his early treatise on harmony (1906), Heinrich Schenker also acknowledged the part played by repetition, not only at the level of motives, but in the construction of large-scale forms as well. This recognition carries over into the sophisticated models of musical structure that followed; in Der Freie Satz of 1935, the question of repetition at deeper structural levels is aired in some detail. But of greater significance to my enquiry was the fact that repetition underpins the symmetries within the Ursatz, the harmonic-melodic framework that Schenker considered to underlie all tonal masterpieces.

Turning to the œuvre of Leonard Meyer, it became apparent that his evolving reflections on musical patterning (1956, 1967, 1973) variously involve repetition, most overtly in his notion of ‘conformant relationships’, ‘in which one (more or less) identifiable, discrete musical event is related to another such event by similarity’. Although it is not stated openly, the concept is no less important, however, in the first chapter of Music, the Arts, and Ideas (1967), where the author’s previously developed model of musical meaning is reviewed in the light of information theory. Meyer’s thesis is this: for experienced listeners, an incomplete portion of music implies certain continuations, which vary in probability according to the frequency of past occurrence (hence the significance of repetition). It is, Meyer asserts, deviations from the expected course of events that give rise to musical meaning. Moreover, Meyer identifies a number of different basic melodic structures (subsequently termed ‘processes’ by Burton Rosner and Meyer in 1986), including conjunct, disjunct and symmetrical patterns, whose internal regularity and use as stylistic archetypes imply repetition within and between works.

I found that other models of musical structure, reflecting a range of approaches, variously involve repetition too, such as Herbert Simon and Richard Sumner’s (1968) system of encoding patterns parsimoniously using preordained ‘alphabets’ and the operators ‘same’ and ‘next’; set-theoretical analysis, which entails abstracting groups of pitch-classes and tracing similarities between them (initially set out by Allen Forte in 1973 and comprehensively reviewed in Music Analysis 17, 1998); and semiological analysis, to

---

3 Meyer 1973, 44.
4 See, for example, Cohen 1962.
which motivic similarities are fundamental. As Nicolas Ruwet says: “I shall start from the empirical appreciation of the enormous role played in music, at all levels, by repetition, and I shall try to develop an idea proposed by Gilbert Rouget: ‘...certain fragments are repeated, others are not; it is on repetition – or absence of repetition – that our segmentation is based’”. Finally, I came to appreciate that repetition (‘parallelism’) accounts for four of the five preference rules underlying Fred Lerdahl and Ray Jackendoff’s A Generative Theory of Tonal Music (1983) – GPR 6, MPR 1, TSRPR 4 and PRPR 5 – as well as being implicit in a number of others, such as GPR 5 (symmetry), for example. As the authors state: “The importance of parallelism in musical structure cannot be overestimated. The more parallelism one can detect, the more internally coherent an analysis becomes, and the less independent information must be processed and retained in hearing and remembering a piece.”

Mulling over the strands in this rich tapestry of musicological thought, it seemed that, while repetition (and, by implication, imitation) had been discovered, recorded and analysed using a number of different methodologies in relation to chunks of music, which were the length of motives or longer (phrases, themes and sections; see Schönberg 1967), no one had thought to peer down the other end of the telescope, as it were, and systematically investigate repetition on a smaller scale, where individual notes were taken to be the fundamental units of musical construction. To see where this thinking might lead, I mentally ran through the simplest tune that came to mind, the English nursery rhyme Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star – see Figure 2.

Adopting a ‘traditional’ analytical mindset, it was the exact repetition of phrases that immediately became apparent: lines 1 and 2 are reprised to form the conclusion of the song (lines 5 and 6), before which, in a short central section, line 4 echoes line 3. Hence the piece has a simple ternary construction: A B C A B. Moreover, taking into account approximate repetition (in the form of transposition), it is evident that line 3 is a variant of line 2. Hence, the global structure of Twinkle, Twinkle can be expressed as: A B1, B2, B3, A B1. This is all perfectly straightforward. However, examining the statistics relating to individual notes, it was evident that my conventional account of the nursery rhyme’s structure by no means captured all the repetition that is present. Twinkle, Twinkle comprises six lines of seven notes, making a total of 42 distinct sonic events. Yet there are only nine different ones, as follows (see Figure 3).

That is to say, Twinkle, Twinkle is saturated with repetition at the level of notes, with each appearing, on average, a little under five times. So it occurred to me that maybe it was the notes themselves that had been chosen in imitation of each other, and were intuitively perceived in this way. I listened again to the opening of the first line, and, reflect-
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5 See also Nattiez 1990; 1998.
7 Lerdahl and Jackendoff 1983, 52.
8 Schönberg considered the motive to the ‘smallest common multiple’ and the ‘greatest common factor’ in music (1967, 8).
9 Taken from the earlier French melody ‘Ah vous dirais-je, Maman’, upon which Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart wrote a set of variations (K. 265/300e).
Figure 2. Some different forms of repetition present in *Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pitch</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Number of occurrences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Frequencies with which different notes occur in *Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star*. 
ing on the experience, it became clear that I was hearing the second note – a repetition of the first – as deriving from it, through imitation. Similarly, the fourth appeared to echo the third, and this tripartite concept of repetition–imitation–derivation persisted in the pairs of identical notes that followed. And the imitative principle did not stop there. The very fact that the second note appeared to be generated by the first was itself emulated by the fourth being modelled on the third, and this pattern of ‘secondary’ replication also continued throughout the piece.

Some years later, I discovered that Edward Cone, although writing in relation to the syntax and rhetoric pertaining to more substantial components of music, had come to a similar view, and had formulated a succinct way of expressing it: “y is derived from x (y ← x), or, to use the active voice, x generates y (x → y), if y resembles x and y follows x. By ‘resembles’, I mean ‘sounds like’.”

Though, back in 1983, my ideas concerning repetition, imitation and derivation were not yet as tidily formulated as this, it seemed as though I had stumbled across a principle that could explain how musical structure ‘worked’ at the most basic level – both in compositional and listening terms. For whichever piece I subsequently chose to examine, all I could hear was pitches, melodic intervals and harmonies, durations and inter-onset intervals (IOIs), dynamics and timbres replicating and thereby seeming to derive from each other. At the time I dubbed my fledgling hypothesis ‘canonic theory’, in that it seemed to indicate that the principle of imitation that underpinned musical canons may be more universal. However, it soon became apparent this nomenclature was potentially confusing (given that the word ‘canon’ was already part of common musical parlance), and so I adopted the term ‘zygonic’ instead, after the Greek word ‘zygon’, meaning ‘yoke’, and implying a union of two identical things.

2. Zygonic theory – an introduction

Although it did not occur to me back in the 1980s, I later discovered that an effective way of explaining zygonic theory is through analogy with the construction of meaning in verbal language, utilising the thinking of the American-born writer and critic, Thomas Stearns Eliot. He proposed that the aesthetic response to literature combines three elements. These are the ‘objective correlative’ – a ‘set of objects, a situation, a chain of events which shall be the formula of that particular emotion’; the ‘manner of representation’ (including, for example, the use of metaphor); and the sounding qualities and structure of the language itself (for instance, rhyme and assonance, syntax and form). That is to say, meaning in a literary work arises from its semantic, syntactic and sonic elements working together ‘in an evocative fusion of content, structure and sound’. This thinking may be represented as follows (see Figure 4).

---

10 Cone 1987, 237.
12 Eliot 1933, 118 –9.
13 Ockelford 2005b, 84.
But ‘pure’ music has no external referents – no ‘objective correlatives’, to use Eliot’s term (Figure 5). So what is the source of musical meaning? Logically, it must stem from the fabric of music itself – from the sounds and the relationships between them that make up pieces.

It is my contention that each of these sonic elements potentially bears affect, causing or enabling an emotional response.¹⁴ There appear to be two main sources of such responses: ‘expressive nonverbal vocalisations’ and ‘music-specific’ qualities of sound.

‘Expressive nonverbal vocalisations’ comprise the cues used to express emotions vocally in nonverbal communication and speech.¹⁵ They are present cross-culturally,¹⁶ suggesting a common phylogenetic¹⁷ derivation from ‘nonverbal affect vocalizations’¹⁸ and

---

¹⁵ See, for example, Juslin, Friberg and Bresin 2001–2.
¹⁷ That is, through evolution of a species.
apparently embedded ontogenetically\textsuperscript{19} in early maternal/infant vocal interaction.\textsuperscript{20} It seems that these cues can be transferred in a general way to music, and music-psychological research over the last 70 years or so has shown that features such as register, tempo and dynamic level do relate with some consistency to particular emotional states.\textsuperscript{21} For example, passages in a high register can feel exciting\textsuperscript{22} or exhibit potency,\textsuperscript{23} whereas series of low notes are more likely to promote solemnity or to be perceived as serious.\textsuperscript{24} A fast tempo will tend to induce feelings of excitement,\textsuperscript{25} in contrast to slow tempi that

\begin{footnotesize}
\footnotesize
\begin{enumerate}
\item Through the development of an individual.
\item Gabrielsson and Lindström 2001.
\item Watson 1942.
\item Scherer and Oshinsky 1977.
\item Watson 1942.
\item Thompson and Robitaille 1992.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
may connote tranquility\textsuperscript{26} or even peace.\textsuperscript{27} Loud dynamic levels are held to be exciting,\textsuperscript{28} triumphant\textsuperscript{29} or to represent gaiety,\textsuperscript{30} while quiet sounds have been found to express fear, tenderness or grief.\textsuperscript{31} Conversely, as Meyer asserts, “one cannot imagine sadness being portrayed by a fast forte tune played in a high register, or a playful child being depicted by a solemnity of trombones”.\textsuperscript{32}

However, while these basic properties of sound appear to be necessary in determining musical expression,\textsuperscript{33} they are not sufficient to evoke a response that is inherently \textit{musical}. Indeed, \textit{any} succession of sounds may induce a primitive emotional reaction according to the disposition of what Meyer\textsuperscript{34} terms their ‘statistical parameters’ (which he takes to include register, dynamic level, speed and continuity). So what are the ingredients needed to arouse a specifically musical response?

One factor is the very nature of the sounds that are used in most styles and genres: They have intrinsically musical characteristics that, like those identified above pertaining to vocalisation, have the capacity to induce consistent emotional responses, within and sometimes between cultures. For example, in the West (and elsewhere), as Schönberg, Schenker and others discuss at some length, music typically utilises a framework of relative pitches with close connections to the harmonic series. Their idiosyncratic use, with context-dependent frequencies of occurrence and transition patterns, yields the sensation of ‘tonality’.\textsuperscript{35} Such frameworks can accommodate different \textit{modalities}, each potentially bearing distinct emotional connotations. In Indian music, for example, the concept of the ‘raga’ is based on the idea that particular patterns of notes are able to evoke heightened states of emotion,\textsuperscript{36} while in the Western tradition of the last four centuries or so, the ‘major mode’ is typically associated with happiness and the ‘minor mode’ with sadness.\textsuperscript{37}

While the reactions that individual or small groups of sounds can engender are important in setting the ‘auditory scene’ of music,\textsuperscript{38} as they stand, they do not add up to a coherent musical response, merely amounting to a series of separate sensations pertaining to a sequence of discrete events. So how are these distinct, abstract responses bound together into a unified aesthetic experience – to create meaning that unfolds over time – during the course of listening to a piece of music?

\textsuperscript{26} Gundlach 1935.
\textsuperscript{27} Balkwill and Thompson 1999.
\textsuperscript{28} Watson 1942.
\textsuperscript{29} Gundlach 1935.
\textsuperscript{30} Nielzén and Cesarec 1982.
\textsuperscript{31} Juslin 1997.
\textsuperscript{32} Meyer 2001.
\textsuperscript{33} London 2001–2.
\textsuperscript{34} Meyer 2001, 342.
\textsuperscript{35} Krumhansl 1997; Peretz, Gagnon and Bouchard 1998.
\textsuperscript{36} Jariazbhoy 1971.
\textsuperscript{37} Hevner 1936; Crowder 1985.
\textsuperscript{38} Bregman 1990.
Consider verbal language once more. Eliot’s ‘objective correlative’ is likely to be a series of events, actions, feelings or thoughts that are in some way reckoned to be logically related, each contingent upon one of the others or more through relationships of causation or other forms of dependency. These are represented through a linguistic narrative, which underpins readers’ or listeners’ coherent aesthetic response over time.

How does a comparable sense of coherence and unity come about in music, when it cannot borrow a sense of contingency from the external world? In the absence of an objective correlative, musical events can refer only to themselves. Clearly, one sound does not cause another one to happen (it is performers who do that), but, as we saw above, one can imply another through imitation, which yields a sense of derivation. That is, if one fragment or feature of music is created or heard in emulation of another, then the copy owes the nature of its existence to its model. And just as certain perceptual qualities of sound are felt to derive from one another, so too, I hypothesise, are the emotional responses to each. Hence over time a metaphorical (musical) narrative can be built up through abstract patterns of sound.

It is this hypothesis that forms the crux of zygonic theory. As noted in the first section of this article, the theory stemmed from musical ‘canons’, which are explicitly structured through one musical line consciously being made to copy another. Hence the first example of the theory in action will be taken from a passage of canonic writing; the opening of ‘Et in unum Dominum’ from the B Minor Mass. Here, Bach uses the derivation of the alto part from the soprano within a unified musical framework as a symbol of the Father begetting (not creating) the Son, which, according to Christian dogma (and Bach, by all accounts, was a devout believer), subsequently co-existed as parts of the same spiritual entity.

40 See also Meyer 1989, 84 ff.
Irrespective of the symbolism, it is easy to appreciate how each note in the alto voice, ensuing shortly after an identical event sung by the soprano, sounds irresistibly to the musical ear as though it derives from it. In the mind, each pair of notes appears to be connected via a mental ‘bridge’ that spans the two perceived sounds. Each of these may be termed a ‘zygonic relationship’ or ‘zygon’. In order to make analysis and understanding easier, it is sometimes helpful to represent these cognitive connections visually, and, at its simplest, this can be achieved through an arrow with a superimposed ‘Z’, as follows.

The solid-looking nature of these links should not be taken to mean that zygonic relationships have any material substance – they are hypothetical constructs: conceptual shorthand for a range of logically equivalent cognitive processes that we may reasonably suppose to occur during listeners’ engagement with music. For sure, the notion of a zygonic
relationship can at best offer only a much-simplified version of certain cognitive events that may be stimulated by participation in musical activity. However, while simplification is necessary to make headway in theoretical terms, it is important to bear in mind that the single concept of a zygon bequeaths a substantial perceptual legacy, with many possible manifestations, not only potentially linking individual pitches, timbres, dynamics, durations and IOIs, but also prospectively existing between tonal regions, textures, processes and forms the same; over different periods of perceived time; and within the same and between different pieces, performances and hearings. Whatever their context, zygons, it is hypothesised, may function in a number of ways: reactively, in assessing the relationship between extant values, for example, or proactively, in ideating a value as an orderly continuation from one previously presented.

Given this variety, there is, of course, no suggestion that the one concept represents only a single aspect of cognitive processing. Hence, empirical evidence in support of the theory is likely to be drawn from a diversity of sources. Currently, for example, one can point to experiments in auditory processing and work on expectation in a musical context, particularly that involving the perceptual restoration of omitted or obscured notes, to support the presence of proactive zygonic-type processes. As we have seen, there is general support for the theory too in the wide range of music-theoretical and analytical sources in which the fundamental importance of repetition in music is acknowledged. These are itemised in Ockelford (1999). The zygons shown in Figure 9 are part of a large family of relationships whose members are catalogued exhaustively elsewhere. Here, after a brief introduction to the nucleus of the family, other members will only be introduced as they are required to service the examples that follow.

Since zygons apply potentially to any features of musical sounds, it is sometimes necessary to identify which aspect a given relationship refers to, and superscripts can be placed after the ‘Z’ that is used in diagrams to make the position clear. For example, in Figure 10, ‘P’ refers to ‘Pitch’, ‘O’ to ‘Onset’ and ‘D’ to ‘Duration’. Figure 10 also depicts relationships that are not zygonic, through which no sense of implication is deemed to be felt, and which, therefore, merely conceptualise as a difference, ratio or other value that which is typically experienced as a qualitative connection between aspects of musical events. They are symbolised with an ‘I’, which stands for ‘interperspective’ (that is, ‘between perceived aspects’ of sound) and, again, these may be qualified as required to avoid ambiguity through the use of superscripts.

All such relationships, whether zygonic or not, can exist at different levels, according to their adjacency to the ‘surface’ of the music. Primary relationships (which bear the subscript ‘1’) are mental connections between the qualities of sounds themselves (for example, the interval between two pitches). Secondary relationships (subscript ‘2’) link

---

41 Such as the ‘continuity illusion’, summarised in Bregman 1990, 344 ff.
42 For instance, DeWitt and Samuel 1990.
43 Ockelford 1999.
44 See Zbikowski 1998; 2002. Building on the work of George Lakoff, Zbikowski shows how such notions are underpinned by culture-specific conceptual metaphors, mapped onto the domain of music-space from our perception of the physical world.
primaries (acknowledging, for example, the difference between two melodic intervals). Tertiary relationships (subscript ‘3’) represent a considerable degree of abstraction from direct perceptual input, and are encountered relatively rarely, existing only in zygonic form; the part they play in the listening experience may not always be clear. For example, in Figure 10, a tertiary zygon of onset reflects the fact that the IOIs between the opening notes of the first three bars decrease by a quaver in each case, and accords this regularity a structural status – at least in conceptual terms. Empirical work would be required to determine whether this connection is usually, occasionally or rarely processed by listeners (albeit nonconsciously).

The imitation through which derivation is thought to occur may be exact (as, for example, in the case of the primary zygogenic relationship of duration in Figure 10) or approximate (see, for instance, the secondary zygogenic relationship of pitch between the descending intervals in bars 1 and 2). Observe that relationships (whether or not they are zygogenic) that link different values use half-arrowheads (in contradistinction to full arrowheads that are indicative of identity). Note also that some arrowheads are open and some

45 See Ockelford 2002.
46 See Eugene Narmour’s discussion of musical expectations by cognitive rule-mapping (2000, 364).
are filled – the former showing a link between *single* values, and the latter indicating a *compound* connection within or between ‘constants’ (typically, values extended in time) – implying a network of relationships the same. For fuller explanations, see Ockelford (1999; 2005a).

3. The Scope of the Theory

So much for the essence of zygonic theory. Since its inception some 25 years ago, which was stimulated by the curiosity of a young composer seeking to develop music-structural techniques that would be generally apprehensible to listeners, the theory has proved itself to be surprisingly versatile, being utilised in a range of musicological and interdisciplinary contexts – and it is this capacity to transcend methodological and epistemological boundaries that, I believe, one of the key strengths of the approach.

- First, zygonic theory has found a place in its own right as a way of explaining how musical structure ‘works’ – how it is created and cognised. This is set out in *A Theory Concerning the Cognition of Order in Music*,57 *The Cognition of Order in Music: A Metacognitive Study*,48 and *Repetition in Music: Theoretical and Metatheoretical Perspectives*.49

- Second, the theory has found service as an analytical tool, for example, in relation to the first movement of Mozart’s Piano Sonata, K. 333,50 Beethoven’s Piano Sonata, Op. 110,51 Wagner’s ‘Die Alte Weise’ from *Tristan und Isolde*,52 and Schönberg’s Klavierstück, Op. 11, No. 1.53

- Third, zygonic theory has proved useful as a *meta*-theoretical and *meta-*analytical mechanism for interrogating other theoretical and analytical approaches, particularly Forte’s set theory as applied to music, and David Lewin’s transformational techniques.54

- Fourth, the zygonic method has proved valuable in mapping the blended conceptual space that music and words together inhabit in song, for example, through an analysis of ‘Dido’s Lament’ from Purcell’s *Dido and Aeneas*.55

47 Ockelford 1993.
48 Ockelford 1999.
49 Ockelford 2005a.
51 Ockelford 2005b.
52 Ockelford 2009.
53 Ockelford 2005a.
54 Ockelford 2005a. See, for example, Lewin 1987.
55 Ockelford, forthcoming 1.
– Fifth, the theory has found application in music-psychological contexts, in investigating constraints in music cognition, similarity perception, expectation in music, creativity, memory and the perception of musical hierarchy.

– Sixth, it has been used to analyse musical influence and interaction in the context of improvisation.

– Seventh, it is being utilised to gauge how the structure and content of music are reflected in expressive performance.

– Eighth, the theory has been of value in modelling the musical development of children and young people with complex needs.

– Ninth, and finally, the zygonic approach has been used in epistemological discourse, to clarify the distinction between the modes of thinking of characteristic of music theory and music psychology.

Future work is planned in these and other areas (see Section 7 below). In the sections that follow, three examples are chosen from the publications listed in the footnotes to show zygonic theory in action. These are analysis, metatheory, and interaction in improvisation.

4. Using the Zygonic Approach as an Analytical Tool: An Exploration of the First Movement of Mozart’s Piano Sonata, K. 333

The following account of the first movement of K. 333 is adapted from Ockelford (1999; 2005a), and focuses largely on the opening bars. As we have seen, the zygonic approach points the analytical mind in a certain direction – seeking structural features of any type that are founded on imitation – and provides a conceptual and schematic framework within which findings of potential interest can be captured and interrogated. Working in this way, it quickly becomes apparent that, just like virtually all other music, K. 333 is replete with sameness and similarity in every domain and at all levels. Repetition is ubiquitous, and determining which of it is structurally significant – and the nature of that

56 Ockelford 2002.
57 Ockelford 2004.
58 Ockelford 2006a; 2008b.
59 Ockelford and Pring 2005.
60 Ockelford 2007b.
61 Ockelford forthcoming.
62 Ockelford 2006b; 2007a.
63 Ockelford and Himonides, forthcoming.
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significance (in different listening contexts) – is, in my view, one of the principal challenges facing the analyst. The current reading is developed through comparisons with the Sonata Op. 5, No. 3 by J.C. Bach, both structurally and, consequentially, in terms of aesthetic response.

Like other pieces, K. 333\(^69\) can be understood both as a unique artistic entity in its own right and as a member of corpora of works whose range and scale vary according to the degree of stylistic affinity used to define the group concerned. Hence K. 333 exists on one level as an example of the eighteen piano sonatas by Mozart, for instance, as well as figuring in the rather more substantial body of Classical sonatas, and contributing beyond that to the Western tonal repertoire as a whole. This distinction is articulated by Meyer\(^70\) in terms of critical analysis, which “seeks to understand and explain what is idiosyncratic about a particular composition” and style analysis, which is “concerned with discovering and describing those attributes of a composition which are common to a group of works … similar in style, form or genre.” Of relevance in the current context is the fact that the simultaneous presence of individuality and commonality within K. 333 (as within any work) implies that there are essentially two types of structure operating together: organisation that features in a number of pieces, forming a more or less consistent ‘background’, against which other patterning of a novel nature occurs, specific to the sonata.\(^71\) We begin with an overview of the former, before considering how the latter is, as it were, superimposed upon it.

It is in the domains of pitch and perceived time that the great majority of ‘background’ organisation occurs (and which is by far the most musically significant and sophisticated). For example, underlying the perceived temporal structure is the presence of an essentially regular beat, which is maintained throughout the movement (subject, for sure, to interpretive variation in performance). This suggests that zygonic activity in the domain of perceived time played a part in the creation of K. 333 (and has subsequently been stimulated in listeners’ minds), both within the first movement itself and between this and other movements. Moreover, although Mozart left no specific indication of tempo, the first movement of K. 333 is typically executed at a rate similar to those adopted for many others: further evidence of primary zygonic imitation in terms of both composition and performance.\(^72\) The choice of metre (common time) and its constancy may be considered to have been derived interoperatively\(^73\) too. Then, IOIs between successive notes fall within a limited range, which is commonplace in other pieces, im-

\(^69\) The sonata is thought to have been composed in the summer of 1783, in Linz and Vienna – see, for example, Tyson 1987; Mercado 1992.

\(^70\) Meyer 1973, 6ff.


\(^73\) That is, between pieces.
plying intraopus and interoperative imitation. The IOIs correspond closely to the set of durations that Mozart deploys, a consequence of the fact that most notes succeed one another contiguously. Only eight different durations are utilised in over 2,500 discrete events, suggesting the operation of extensive systems of zygonic relationships. The fact that similar durational sets are found in stylistically congeneric movements also indicates the presence of interoperative organisation. Stylistically, the distribution of relative durational values also tends to be highly structured, with just two note-lengths (in the ratio 2:1) typically accounting for over 80% of all those used in Western classical pieces, according to Paul Fraisse. This finding is supported by the analysis shown in Figure 11, which indicates, moreover, an overall 86% similarity in the distribution of relative durations pertaining to the first movements of three broadly representative piano sonatas by Mozart (K. 284, K. 310, K. 311) in addition to K. 333.

Similarly, the distribution of secondary inter-onset ratios (between adjacent IOIs linking successive notes) is tightly controlled. A given interonset ratio is, by a considerable margin, most likely to be followed by another the same (this occurs in just over 78% of cases). The ratios 1:2 and 2:1 appear with the next greatest frequency (6% each). Only two other ratios are used in more than 1% of cases – 3:1 and 1:4. Hence, structuring on a substantial scale is implied at the tertiary zygonic level. Since the distribution is typical of other stylistically congeneric movements, the presence of interoperative zygonic organisation is indicated as well. See Figure 12, where the 92% similarity is calculated as shown in Footnote 78.

Elsewhere, I discuss the relevance for listeners of statistics such as these (and those pertaining to pitch that follow), and examine how zygonic organisation underpins expectation in the process of hearing and re-hearing the music. How it is that such distributions

74 For example, in the recordings of Eschenbach (1971), IOIs between successive notes exist in K. 330 within the range \( \frac{3}{16} \) to \( \frac{7}{16} \) where \( \frac{3}{16} = 123 \); in K. 332 within the range \( \frac{7}{16} \) to \( \frac{5}{16} \) where \( \frac{7}{16} = 142 \); and in K. 576 within the range \( \frac{5}{16} \) to \( \frac{3}{16} \) where \( \frac{5}{16} = 88 \).

75 This analysis and those that immediately follow use the concept of perceptual ‘streams’ of sound – discrete linear strands in the musical texture – of which the first movement of K. 333 utilises two (delineated by the RH and LH parts). Each may contain ‘harmonic blends’ (comprising two simultaneous notes or more), which are treated as single temporal events.

76 For example, K. 284, first movement utilises eight different durations; K. 310, first movement makes use of eleven; and K. 311 employs nine.

77 Fraisse 1978, 243.

78 Dissimilarity calculated as the sum of the average divergence from the mean in each (durational) category. Hence:

\[
\text{Similarity (\%)} = 100 - \sum \left( \frac{\sum |x_i - (\sum x_i)/n|}{n} \right)
\]

where \( x_i \) is the value of a given (durational) category in a piece, \( n \) is the number of pieces, and the sum of different categories under consideration in a piece = 100%.

79 Moreover, since the perceived temporal interval between adjacent onsets tends to correspond to the duration pertaining to the first, it is most probable that a duration will be succeeded by another one the same.

80 Ockelford 2006.
Representation of network of potential zygonic relationships that may function directly or indirectly and are undetermined as to temporal polarity

Figure 11. Imitation of the distribution of relative durational values in the first movements of four Mozart piano sonatas.
Figure 12. Patterns of imitation of secondary interonset ratios within the first movement of K. 333.
come to be used time and again by composers, with the large-scale imitation at a probabilistic level that these imply, is an intriguing question that awaits future research.

The intervals between adjacent notes in the melody reveal substantial organisation across the movement as a whole. A little over 90% of the intervals used are a perfect 4th or smaller, and of the 43 different categories that appear, 10 occur on more than 2% of occasions (Perfect unison, minor 2nd, minor 2nd, Major 2nd, Major 2nd, m3, m3, M3, M3, P4) and account for around 88% of the total. Of these, major seconds alone account for almost 39% of all melodic transitions. Hence, intraopus background organisation is present on a substantial scale in the domain of pitch. Moreover, the essential characteristics of this distribution are also a feature of other pieces, implying interoperative imitation of the following type (see Figure 13). The tendency of small intervals to occur more frequently than large ones is by no means confined to the music of Mozart, as a number of studies pertaining to various Western genres have shown. These range from folksongs, to many styles of classical music and to pop songs of the twentieth century.\(^{81}\) There appear to be strong perceptual reasons for the prevalence of small melodic intervals, which psychologists have recognised for many years. Roger Shepard,\(^{82}\) for example, believed the reason for the preponderance to be that ‘the perceptual integration of successive tones into a coherent unit [that is, a melodic line] depends especially strongly on proximity in pitch height’. This view was strongly supported by earlier research.\(^{83}\) That the principle is not inviolable, though, was recognised by Natasha Spender,\(^{84}\) who observed that ‘However strong the psychoacoustic influences on melodic tracking may be, they can at times be overcome by musical grammar’ – an issue taken up in the context of zygonic theory elsewhere.\(^{85}\)

Harmonically, the first movement of K. 333 is highly organised. The underlying harmonies, discounting the ornamental effects created through the interaction of vertical sonorities with the horizontal movement of melodic lines, are entirely tertian in construction (built up from major and minor thirds), a feature common to many other pieces.\(^{86}\) We can surmise, therefore, that intraopus and interoperative imitation are present on a large scale. Even given these tight constraints, Mozart chose to restrict his harmonic palette further: the first movement of K. 333 is dominated by major and minor triads and 7th chords and their inversions, suggesting that primary zygonic constant systems of harmony function as shown in Figure 14.\(^{87}\) These areas of imitation also extend interoperatively.

82 Shepard 1982, 376.
83 For example, Bregman and Campbell 1971.
84 Spender 1983, 280.
85 Ockelford 2006a.
86 Indeed, it is generally acknowledged that tertian harmonies form the basis of all chords used in Western music in the period 1450–1900 (Apel 1969, 373 and 374), as well as in the music of many other cultures, where comparable constraints are to be found – see, for instance, Eta Harich-Schneider’s 1953 account of Japanese Court Music.
87 A ‘zygonic constant system’ is a network of potential relationships (any or all of which may be active in the creation or cognition of musical structure) linking features that are the same – see Ockelford 2005a.
Figure 13. Imitation of the distribution of successive melodic intervals between the first movements of representative piano sonatas by Mozart.
Figure 14. Primary zygonic constant systems of harmony associated with the first movement of K. 333.
The tight statistical structure to which harmonic function conforms can be illustrated in several ways. For example, harmonies constructed on the tonic and dominant⁸⁸ account for 68% of the total, while chords built on one of four scale degrees (tonic, supertonic, subdominant and dominant) appear 90% of the time. The fact that this distribution is similar to that displayed in other pieces indicates the presence of interoperative imitation (see Figure 15). The transitions between successive harmonies are also subject to close imitative control, both in intraopus terms and interoperatively. For example, transitions of +4 degrees or +5 degrees account for between 63% and 81% of all primary interperspective values. The relative durations of tonal regions show marked interoperative similarities too.

These, then, are some examples of the ‘background’ organisation to which the first movement of K. 333 is subject. There are a number of other similar forms of structure which could equally well have been chosen by way of illustration⁹⁹ such as the orderly disposition of the ‘relative metrical location’ (‘RML’)⁹⁰ of notes, and, in the domain of pitch, the use of an intervallic framework corresponding to the diatonic major scale (often extended through chromatic auxiliaries), whose members are felt to discharge discrete tonal functions. Then, there are more general structural principles to which K. 333 conforms, including its essentially two-part texture – typical of piano music of this genre – in which the RH and LH parts respectively fulfil the roles of melody and accompaniment, the latter offering harmonic and rhythmic support to the former, which has greater immediate perceptual salience, and is typically the chief determinant of musical identity. Similarly, in terms of form, taken to be the interaction of themes and tonal regions at the highest structural level,⁹¹ the first movement of K. 333 respects the conventions of the Classical sonata.

Taking all these factors into account,⁹² zygonic theory suggests that, at any given point in the music, over 30 different forms of ‘background’ organisation – incurred through interoperative imitation – are potentially in play. From a cognitive-psychological point of view, what role the interperspective relationships implied by this account actually fulfil in the listening process, and how the brain is able to handle so much simultaneous information (if indeed it does), are matters for future empirical work to determine. As far as music theory is concerned, the main issue would seem to be how Mozart (or any other composer) could possibly devise pieces of any originality when working within such tight stylistic constraints. However, the structure-bearing capacity of traditional musical materials is immense, giving composers effectively limitless scope for creating new abstract patterns in sound. For example, the first three or four notes of a tune are all that is typically required to identify it as unique, and even having regard only to the domain of relative pitch-class, six or seven values will usually suffice, as Harold Barlow and Sam Morgenstern’s thematic catalogue of over 10,000 themes from the Western classical instrumental repertoire (1948) shows.

⁸⁸ Gauged with respect to local tonal regions. Hence absolute values may differ within a category.
⁸⁹ See Ockelford 1999.
⁹⁰ That is, their position within the bar.
⁹² See also the others identified in Ockelford 1999.
Figure 15. Imitation of the distribution of harmonic degree in the first movements of piano sonatas by Mozart.
We now investigate how the features that give K. 333 its unique identity function within the framework of ‘background’ structural forces that have been identified. Since space is limited, we will make particular reference to the opening four bars. To set this analysis in context, K. 333 will be considered in relation to J. C. Bach’s Piano Sonata Op. 5, No. 3, one of a set which Mozart is known to have been acquainted and to which a number of characteristics appear to be attributable. From the outset, there is a close resemblance between the melodies: the patterns of relative pitch (‘profiles’) are similar, and the melodic cell of four notes that opens K. 333 is very much the same as a cell embedded in Op. 5, No. 3. In Figure 16, this potential route of derivation is shown through a ‘syzygy’ (depicted as a ‘z’ within an ‘s’) – a particular type of zygonic relationship involving profile (the pattern of intervals) and rhythm considered together, which acknowledges the unique perceptual and conceptual importance of this combination in musical terms. The use of appoggiaturas evident in these excerpts continues to be an important feature of both melodies as they unfold, suggesting zygonic interoperative connections. The Alberti-style left hand parts are very similar too, indicating further syzygial links. In considering the first four bars of each movement as a whole, the affinities between phrase structure and ‘harmonic rhythmic pattern’ strongly suggest interoperative imitation at this higher level in the structure (see Figure 17).

On the face of it, then, the two openings are very similar, and to listeners familiar with the Classical style, they both make musical sense: they are coherent and complete. Yet K. 333 and Op. 5, No. 3 are not the same, and, arguably, do not constitute equally fine works of art. To this listener at least, K. 333 offers a more fulfilling aesthetic experience – a judgement that others have made over time, for the Mozart sonata has long featured in the standard piano repertoire, while the Bach is seldom heard. Why should this be? Convincing explanations of how it is that one piece should intuitively be felt to have greater musical worth than another that is similar have proved elusive (if not contentious). Réti, for example, argued that aesthetic value is linked to the notion of unity, which in turn depends on the variation of ‘one identical musical thought’, both within and between

---

93 Roe 1989.
94 Einstein 1946, 130–1.
95 See Ockelford 1999.
96 There are, of course, a host of extramusical reasons why some pieces become established and others fail to thrive.
Figure 17. Zygonic relationships of ‘harmonic rhythmic pattern’ and phrase structure presumed to link K. 333 and Op. 5, No. 3.
movements.\textsuperscript{97} However, both K. 333 and Op. 5, No. 3 are replete with internal similarity, and (as we have seen) each evolves organically from an initial scalar descent. Meyer, too, has problems with Réti's theory, and proposes, rather, that it is the "inhibition of goal-oriented tendencies" that accounts for value in music:\textsuperscript{98} That is, "if the most probable goal is reached in the most immediate and direct way, given the stylistic context, the musical event taken in itself will be of little value".\textsuperscript{99} There are a number of ways in which such inhibitions can be induced, including, for example, through the use of appoggiaturas, whereby the arrival at a consonant melodic tone (which is implied by what has gone before) is delayed through the interpolation of an accented dissonance. According to Meyer, the momentary doubt that this delay sows in the mind of listeners both triggers and is subsequently expunged by the feeling of pleasure engendered by the expected note once it finally arrives, and it is this circuitous route to fulfilment that creates affect.\textsuperscript{100} Indeed, in Meyer's view, uncertainty is a key element in the aesthetic process.\textsuperscript{101} Elsewhere, I have argued that this thesis may be untenable,\textsuperscript{102} not least because the enjoyment of pieces generally increases with familiarity,\textsuperscript{103} and, introspection suggests, it is the very anticipation of resolution that enables us to make sense of the transitory dissonance as it occurs.\textsuperscript{104} The merits of this argument notwithstanding, the use of appoggiaturas, at least in a quantitative sense, cannot in any case account for the perceived difference of aesthetic worth between Op. 5, No. 3 and K. 333, since both utilise nine such events in the first four bars, implying a similar level of 'inhibition of goal-oriented tendencies' in each. The manner in which the appoggiaturas are used differs subtly from one piece to the other, however, and it is through analysing this difference in terms of 'content' (the intrinsic nature of the musical materials that are used) and 'structure' (the organisation of those materials through zygonic relationships) that light will be shed on the more general issue of the relative value of the compositions in aesthetic terms.

In both excerpts, appoggiaturas provide important affective triggers, set off by the sense of movement from tension to resolution that each evokes. In Op. 5, No. 3, this effect is felt most powerfully in bars 2 and 4 where the discords that are created extend for two complete beats. However, while these and the other appoggiaturas – key aspects of the music's expressive 'content' – are integrated into the structure of the passage, the connection between the two is not rigorously worked through. So, for example, though the initial figure includes two appoggiaturas, enriching the simple scalar descent, these are lost in the subsequent ascending scale (despite this being derived from the opening through imitation), although a further appoggiatura appears incidentally at its climax (at

\textsuperscript{97} Réti 1951, 4.
\textsuperscript{98} Réti 1973, 64 ff.
\textsuperscript{99} Réti 1967, 26.
\textsuperscript{100} Meyer 1956, 210.
\textsuperscript{101} Meyer 2001, 357.
\textsuperscript{102} Ockelford 2005b.
\textsuperscript{103} Up to a point, at least – see, for example, Smith and Cuddy 1986, 17–32; Gaver and Mandler 1987, 259–82.
\textsuperscript{104} Ockelford 2008b.
the end of bar 1). And while the two-beat appoggiatura in bar 2, the first main expressive gesture of the piece, is conceivably, though at most weakly, zygonically linked to the three that precede, there is no real sense that it grows organically from them. Bars 3 and 4 proceed along similar lines, whereby despite their intervallic pattern in structural terms deriving from bars 1 and 2, the asymmetrical nature of the transposition means that the appoggiaturas – key features of expressive content – do not read across.

In K. 333, however, the position is different. Structure and content are systematically yet unobtrusively integrated, such that the logic of the music and its expressive character – the carrier and its message – are fused in an abstract discourse that is wholly persuasive. Listeners are propelled straight into the action by the initial descending figure, comprising two appoggiaturas which lead the ear naturally to a third that is augmented and unambiguously establishes the tonic on the downbeat of the first complete bar. However, this proves to be just a stepping stone to a fourth appoggiatura, which, augmented again, bears even greater expressive emphasis. Significantly, this falls on the supertonic minor, hinting at emotional depths lying beneath the surface elegance of the music that find fuller expression later, particularly in the development section. What makes the appoggiatura – in its own right an expressive gesture – all the more telling, is that both structure and content (4–3 in a minor context) are locked in to what has gone before, deriving from the preceding material in a number of ways. As well as growing from previous appoggiaturas through transposition and rhythmic augmentation, the F and are also part of a descending motive that begins with the preceding G; they fill the gap left by this and the D that follows it;105 and they can be considered to be derived through intervallic inversion.106

In terms of content, this fourth appoggiatura, heard structurally as a product of the first three, does more than replace in current consciousness their affective qualities: it transforms them. Through approximate zygonic imitation the major harmonic context of the earlier appoggiaturas becomes minor,107108 which, given the prevailing major

105 See Ockelford 1999, 539–41: “An additional pitch (or more than one) is commonly used to bridge the gap separating two values…” These may be derived zygonically in the following way. “In perceiving tunes, listeners tend to hear not a series of pitches – each a discrete entity in its own right – but a single value that, with the passing of time, apparently occupies different positions in the perspective domain. With this model of perception, it is less appropriate to think of an interval between adjacent [pitches] … as the difference between two separate notes than as the silent expression of the imagined movement of a pitch from one location to another. This implies that, in their apprehension of intervals, listeners must mentally sweep over the range of perspective values outlined by successive pitches. Any of the values thus imagined can subsequently be realized in sound through zygonic relationships. This can be shown diagrammatically with a square bracket linking the [notes] … whose vacant connecting interval is filled on a subsequent occasion. A primary zygonic constant leads from this to the newly created pitch [or pitches].” This notion is derived from Meyer 1973, 144: “A disjunct interval may be understood as a kind of incompleteness – a gap – that implies that the note or notes skipped over will be presented in what follows.”

106 The cognitive relevance of these potentially competing structural interpretations may (we may surmise) vary from listener to listener and from one occasion to another.

107 Compare with the use of the subdominant at this point in Bach’s Op. 5, No. 3.

108 I discuss the potential aesthetic effect of minor harmonies in a major context and vice versa in Ockelford 2005b.
J. C. Bach: Op. 5, No. 3; 1st Movement

Figure 18. Irregular relationship between appoggiaturas and pitch structure in the opening of J. C. Bach's Sonata, Op. 5, No. 3.
the fourth appoggiatura derives from previous appoggiaturas as well as the pitches immediately preceding

Figure 19. Derivation of the fourth appoggiatura in K. 333 from preceding material.
tonality, evokes a sense of yearning (highlighted by the dissonance of the fourth appoggiatura) which seeks to be resolved. Intuitively, such resolution demands a further appearance of the appoggiatura over tonic harmony and, again, Mozart achieves this through compelling though unobtrusive structural logic. An elaborated and transposed version of the opening descent (which extends the initial pattern of appoggiaturas) leads to a transposed version of the fourth appoggiatura over the dominant, and thence – harmonically continuing the movement through the cycle of fifths – to an inverted form over the tonic, reinforced in parallel thirds. This doubling emphasises the sense of resolution, while the melodic ascent to the mediant implies that there is more to come.

Figure 20. Systematic use of appoggiaturas in the opening four bars of K. 333.

There are other ways, too, in which structure and content are felicitously worked together. The opening narrative design is one in which a brief ‘statement’ (the first seven notes) is followed by a ‘response’ (the next five), followed by a further similar arrangement. Each statement-response pair forms a unit of more substantial proportions at the next level in the structural hierarchy, the first of which itself functions in its own right as a statement and the second a response. To achieve this narrative effect in music requires that one abstract gesture follow logically from another, yet differ from it. This is accomplished in different ways at different levels in the hierarchy. At the higher level, the response is a transposed version of the statement with slight modifications. At the lower
level, statement and response are linked through retrogression in the domain of pitch, forming subtle connections that throw other zygonic relationships (such as those linking the appoggiaturas) into relief.\textsuperscript{109}

![Diagram of zygonic relationships](image)

Figure 21. Effect of statement and response at different levels in the structural hierarchy accomplished through complementary forms of zygonic structuring.

Lastly, we consider the way in which melody and accompaniment are integrated in terms of structure and content. In Op. 5, No. 3, an opening connection is made through retrogression, but the largely simultaneous ascent and descent of the two parts has a neutralising effect, and the music has a somewhat ‘four-square’ feel about it. Following this opening relationship, there are no further motivic links of significance, and the Alber-ti bass fails to rise above the mundane, merely supplying the melody with a succession of rhythmised harmonies. In contrast, in K. 333, while retrogression is also used initially to tie in the left hand part with the right, since the accompaniment follows the lead of the melody, the imitation delivers a sense of forward movement, which is maintained as the overlapping of motivic units between treble and bass continues. The effect is emphasised, moreover, by the off-beat start to the figuration, which puts a spring in the step of the music, and, subsequently, through repetition of the opening quaver rest, allows it to ‘breathe’. In the second half of the first bar, model and imitation are reversed, as the right hand imperfectly echoes the left, whereby the B♭ major broken chord of the accompaniment becomes g minor in the melody. The integration between parts intensifies as the LH repeats this figure in close imitation. In the second complete bar a further connection emerges as the semiquaver descent of the right hand (principally derived from the open-

\textsuperscript{109} Again, compare with Op. 5, No. 3, in which a similar pattern of statement and response is underpinned with comparable forms of organisation – but here the relationships are far more straightforward.
ing gesture) can also be heard as an elaborated version of the preceding C minor broken chord in the left. Hence, in addition to its own, internal logic and evident derivation from stylistic archetypes in the domains of harmony and rhythm, the accompaniment shares with the melody a mutual sense of agency. Aesthetically, this imbues the music with a particularly strong sense of coherence and purpose.

![J. C. Bach: Op. 5, No. 3; 1st Movement](image1)

Mozart: Piano Sonata K. 333; 1st movement

![Mozart: Piano Sonata K. 333; 1st movement](image2)

Figure 22. Limited integration of melody and accompaniment in Op. 5, No. 3 and motivic integration of melody and accompaniment in the opening of K. 333.

Finally, note that other subtle details of design exist on a formal level, too. For example, the bipartite structure of the melody (as shown in Figure 21), in which the second half is generated from the first through transposition, complements the sense of return engendered by the accompaniment, in which the opening harmony and figuration are repeated (with slight variation) at the end of the four bars. These two forms of symmetry interact to produce the poise so typical of the Classical style.

The integration of structure and content that characterises the opening of K. 333 continues as the movement unfolds, not only within sections, but between them as well.
For example, the opening of the second thematic group (from bar 23) is closely related to the first, both in its descent from the sixth degree of the scale, and also in its identical use of appoggiaturas (Figure 24).

Then, the range of the opening melody (from leading note up to submediant) is respected on a number of subsequent occasions, for example, from bar 15. In bar 43, the interval explicitly becomes part of proceedings, forming the climax of the passage that begins at bar 39. Hence, once more, the expressive content of the music is held together through zygonic relationships functioning in addition to those demanded by the structure of the Classical sonata, imbuing the music with a sense of aesthetic unity that formal connections alone could not guarantee (Figure 25).

What does this zygonic approach to K. 333 tell us? First, that before Mozart even started work on the sonata, he was destined to operate within a tight framework of ‘back-
ground’ organisation, determined in part by extramusical factors, such as the limitations on the human capacity for perceiving and processing sound, and the physical constraints posed by the fortepiano. More significant, though, were intramusical considerations – in particular the composer’s (doubtless nonconscious) decision to work within the parameters that defined the style of Classical keyboard music in late eighteenth century Vienna. As a result, the sonata is replete with many forms of organisation that are variously common to some, many or virtually all other pieces. Yet, the capacity for potential combinations of perspective values to exist is such that this degree of control is probably necessary for listeners to be able to make sense of music – particularly on a first hearing; and it was, after all, essential for Mozart’s survival as a composer that his new compositions were instantly accessible. His genius lay in the ability to craft something original and of lasting value within such tight constraints, when most music composed failed to satisfy either criterion. How did Mozart do it? Zygonic analysis suggests that the aesthetic worth of K. 333 is ultimately attributable to the consummate fusion of structure and content. Of course, it is not possible, on the basis of this one brief account, to produce a theory that would enable us to predict the prospective aesthetic value of a piece on the basis of certain patterns of zygonic relationships linking particular perspective or interperspective values. But zygonic theory gives us a tool with which at least a partial interrogation of this thorny issue may be possible, and it is conceivable that general principles will emerge once a number of other comparable analyses have been undertaken. It is clear, however, on the basis of the evidence presented here, that the mere presence of conformance –

Figure 24. Integration of structure and content across first and second thematic groups in the first movement of K. 333.
Figure 25. Use of melodic range as a unifying feature in the first movement of K. 333.
whether to the deep tonal forms unearthed by Schenker, or of the motivic type identified by Réti – does not in itself ensure musical worth. Nor, as Meyer would have it, does it appear that a composer’s capacity for thwarting, manipulating and eventually realising the expectations that are aroused in listeners by sophisticated musical patterning is sufficient. Rather, it is my contention that what makes music effective – even great – is the manner in which its inherent (or learnt) expressive qualities, its ‘content’, are integrated with structure, through zygonic relationships.

5. Deploying the Zygonic Approach Metatheoretically: Exploring Issues in Set Theory

In this section, we consider how zygonic theory can be deployed metatheoretically – to interrogate the principles and procedures of set theory – using material taken from Ockelford (2005a).

In brief, the application of set theory to music was intended to offer a mechanism through which the structure of the atonal music of Schoenberg, Webern and Berg and other composers written at the beginning of the twentieth century could be explained systematically. However, as Jonathan Dunsby notes, its remit subsequently widened considerably, to embrace the works of composers such as Skryabin and Liszt; and, with the development of pcset genera theory, whose species’ names notably include ‘diatonic’, its range of applicability broadened still further.

The basic principles and procedures of set theory were conceived in relation to pitch, and guided by the assumption that all values and the relationships between them (unlike those in tonal music) are, by default, equal in structural terms. Hence the immediate analytical challenge that they pose is one of scale – how to reduce the available data to manageable proportions – since even as short a piece as the sixth of Schoenberg’s Six Short Piano Pieces, Op. 19, comprising only 52 notes, is linked internally through 1,326 primary and 878,475 secondary latent relationships of pitch. An initial process of reduction was devised that borrowed a number of concepts from Schoenberg’s ‘serial’ compositional procedures. This holds that one set of pitches can be regarded as equivalent to another, irrespective of transposition or inversion, the octave in which values are realised, whether or not they are repeated, and, additionally, the order in which they occur. The mental processing underlying this form of equivalence may be illustrated as follows (see Figure 26). The relationships between the ‘ordered pitch-class sets’ (which reflect actual values of pitch) and the ‘pcsets: prime form’ (which are wholly abstract representations – effectively intervallic frameworks) are particularly worthy of note, linked, in terms of the present theory, through ‘profile’ (relative values of pitch).

111 Dunsby 1998, 177.
113 Adapted from Meyer and Shreffler 1993.
114 See Morris 1997, 276.
Figure 26. Zygonic processes through which pcset equivalence is gauged (analysis adapted from Meyer and Shreffler 1993).

Note that the descriptor of these identical ‘pitch-class sets’ (‘pcsets’) in prime form (‘x-y’) follows that developed by Forte (1973). To what extent abstractions of this type, which, as the zygonic analysis shows, demand a high level of intellectual and auditory pro-
cessing, have any phenomenological reality – and therefore relevance to listeners – has been the subject of some debate and a limited amount of empirical research. This has served to highlight certain conceptual and methodological differences between the sister disciplines of music theory and music psychology and the metatheoretical zygonic approach adopted here points up some of the perceptual and cognitive challenges that pitch-class set theory presents. One issue is that, while reduction of the musical ‘surface’ to pcsets diminishes the amount and variety of information to be processed, the potential number of orderly relationships within many sets, particularly the larger ones, is very great nevertheless. That is to say, even if pcsets are in some way paralleled in cognition, then the task they present the musical mind, striving to make sense of the sounds that assail it, is still formidable, as, in the ongoing search for commonalities, a continual succession of pitch-classes and interval-classes are compared one with another. But which of these relationships are likely to be significant and which are not? The principal clues that would have helped, particularly the order in which events occur, and their relative emphasis through metrical placement, duration, register, timbre or attack are irrelevant once pcsets have been formulated through the initial process of segmentation.

Take, for example, set 4-25; prime form \(\{0,2,6,8\}\). One realisation, taken from Forte\(^{117}\) is as follows – see Figure 27. The six primary interperspective relationships that potentially link the four values of pitch are described in Forte’s vector \([020202]\) for 4-25, which lists the number of interval-classes in ascending order, starting with \(\text{ic}1\) (a difference of a semitone). Since repeated values never occur in Forte’s pitch-class sets, \(\text{ic}0\) and, therefore, primary zygonic relationships, are not a possibility.

However, with secondary relationships, the position is altogether different. Three potentially zygonic secondary relationships and twelve others prospectively link the primary interval-classes (or \(\text{ic}_1\)’s) as follows.

---

115 E.g., Bruner 1984.
116 See e.g. Walsh 1984; Cook 1994; Gjerdingen 1999; Ockelford 2008d.
The pcset 4-25 has the prime form \{0, 2, 6, 8\} and the interval vector [0 2 0 2 0 2].

Figure 28. The network of secondary interperspective relationships pertaining to 4-25 (where ‘Rel-pc’ captures the abstract notion of pitch-class in a pcset: prime form).

These data can be captured in what may be termed a vector of ‘secondary interval-classes’ (‘ic₂’s) for 4-25, written thus:\[3. 0 8 0 4 0 0]\_₂

118 Tertiary interval classes (‘ic₃’s) and those of higher ranks are theoretically conceivable, too.
The category ic₀0 heads the list and, for clarity, is separated by the succeeding values with a dot.\textsuperscript{119} ic₂ vectors can be derived by calculation. Given the vector \([a.b.cdefg]_\mu\), then the number of:

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|}
\hline
\text{ic}_2 0 & \frac{1}{2} a (a - 1) + \frac{1}{2} b (b - 1) + \frac{1}{2} c (c - 1) + \frac{1}{2} d (d - 1) + \frac{1}{2} e (e - 1) + \frac{1}{2} f (f - 1) + \frac{1}{2} g (g - 1) \\
\hline
\text{ic}_2 1 & (a \cdot b) + (b \cdot c) + (c \cdot d) + (d \cdot e) + (e \cdot f) + (f \cdot g) \\
\hline
\text{ic}_2 2 & (a \cdot c) + (b \cdot d) + (c \cdot e) + (d \cdot f) + (e \cdot g) \\
\hline
\text{ic}_2 3 & (a \cdot d) + (b \cdot e) + (c \cdot f) + (d \cdot g) \\
\hline
\text{ic}_2 4 & (a \cdot e) + (b \cdot f) + (c \cdot g) \\
\hline
\text{ic}_2 5 & (a \cdot f) + (b \cdot g) \\
\hline
\text{ic}_2 6 & (a \cdot g) \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

For example:

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{3-6} & \{0, 2, 4\} & \text{ic}_i \text{ vector } \{0.0201000\}, \text{ic}_j \text{ vector } \{1.020000\} \\
\hline
\text{4-23} & \{0, 2, 5, 7\} & \text{ic}_i \text{ vector } \{0.021030\}, \text{ic}_j \text{ vector } \{4.236000\} \\
\hline
\text{5-1} & \{0, 1, 2, 3, 4\} & \text{ic}_i \text{ vector } \{0.432100\}, \text{ic}_j \text{ vector } \{10.2011400\} \\
\hline
\text{6-Z28} & \{0, 1, 3, 5, 6, 9\} & \text{ic}_i \text{ vector } \{0.224332\}, \text{ic}_j \text{ vector } \{15.39322040\} \\
\hline
\text{7-35} & \{0, 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10\} & \text{ic}_i \text{ vector } \{0.254361\}, \text{ic}_j \text{ vector } \{35.665040172\} \\
\hline
\text{8-19} & \{0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9\} & \text{ic}_i \text{ vector } \{0.545752\}, \text{ic}_j \text{ vector } \{58.12092653310\} \\
\hline
\text{9-11} & \{0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10\} & \text{ic}_i \text{ vector } \{0.667773\}, \text{ic}_j \text{ vector } \{96.197154105600\} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

As one would expect, there is, generally speaking, a growth in the number of relationships as the cardinality of pcsets increases – a trait that is particularly marked in the case of secondary relationships – and it seems reasonable to assume that this corresponds to a decreasing tendency of sets to be fully perceptible in structural terms as they grow in size and, therefore, complexity. This likely perceptual trend is compounded by the fact that the internal orderliness of pcsets (or ‘zygonicity’ in terms of the present conceptual framework) by and large falls as their cardinality rises. ‘Zygonicity’ is an expression of the proportion of the potentially zygonic relationships between identical values of a given rank to the total number present, that is:

\[
\frac{a}{(a + b + c + d + e + f + g)}^x
\]

Hence the zygonicity at secondary level (‘zyg₂’) of the sets listed above (to three decimal places) is as follows:\textsuperscript{120}

\textsuperscript{119} For completeness, ic₁ vectors can be written in this form too. Hence, the vector for 4-25 would appear \{0.020202\}.

\textsuperscript{120} Few sets bear no potential secondary zygons. They are: 3-2, 3-3, 3-4, 3-5, 3-7, 3-8, 3-11, 4-Z15 and 4-Z29. That is, four pcs is the most that it is possible for a composer to select without implying some inherent orderliness at the secondary level. (Note that all sets of cardinality 4 have some internal zygonic connection at the tertiary level.) This zygonicity forms part of the ‘background’ order that is inevitable in choosing pitch-classes from a highly constrained universal set. Clearly, a key analytical
The cognitive relevance of these figures, even in approximate terms, is not clear. In any case, whether from a perceptual or conceptual standpoint, it is helpful to put them in a wider context – to move beyond Forte’s list of pcsets, and regard repeated elements as distinct. Self-evidently, maximal zygonicity occurs with series of notes of the same pitch. For example:

| zyg₂ (3-6) | = 0.333 |
| zyg₂ (4-23) | = 0.267 |
| zyg₂ (5-1) | = 0.222 |
| zyg₂ (6-Z28 | = 0.167 |
| zyg₂ (7-35) | = 0.153 |
| zyg₂ (8-19) | = 0.152 |
| zyg₂ (9-11) | = 0.152 |

Bartók: *Concerto for Orchestra; 2nd Movement*

(Allegretto scherzando)

Here, the ic vectors [6. 0 0 0 0 0]₁ and [15. 0 0 0 0 0]₂ are indicative of a zygonicity of 1 at both primary (zyg₁) and secondary (zyg₂) level. A further useful reference point is the secondary zygonicity of the twelve-note set (and, therefore, of any twelve-tone row), whose ic vectors are [0.12 12 12 12 6]₁ and [345.648 504 360 216 72 0]₂. Hence, zyg₁ = 0.161.

A crucial preliminary stage in set-theoretical analysis is ‘segmentation’ – “the procedure of determining which musical units in a composition are to be regarded as analytical objects”. Notwithstanding Forte’s subsequent reservations about his attempts in *The Structure of Atonal Music* to provide guidelines for the analytical operation of segmentation, and despite the fact that, twenty-five years later, different analysts can

judgement is which zygonic relationships were designed by the composer to function structurally, and which quasi-structural relationships arise by chance from the limited framework of pitch that is used.
legitimately adopt different approaches to segmentation to achieve different results, the original underlying principles have retained their relevance. Forte defines primary segments as those that can be isolated as units “by conventional means, such as a rhythmically distinct melodic figure. For the most part such segments are indicated by some notational feature, for example, a rest or beamed group, and offer no novel problems. Similarly, chords, in the sense of vertical groupings, and ostinato patterns are not difficult to identify as primary segments”. To the extent that ‘notational features’ reflect groups formed through auditory perception, the zygonic ordering underlying Gestalt mechanisms can be invoked to explain how primary segmentation can reasonably be achieved.

However, according to Forte, such techniques do not necessarily “adequately reveal structural components”, since atonal music is structured at levels beneath the immediate surface. Hence methods of segmentation may be ‘concealed’. In order to uncover the hidden organisation of pitch, Forte recommends the procedure of ‘imbrication’: “the systematic (sequential) extraction of subcomponents of some configuration” – that is, listing all the pcsets contained within a passage in the hope that this will reveal relationships that were not otherwise apparent. While it is conceivable that such a process may uncover pitch structures of musical interest that listening alone would fail to detect, there are a number of problems with this technique. For example, pcsets may not have been

121 Alternative measures of orderliness are given by the functions zyg₁-seq and zyg₂-seq, which take into account only those relationships between adjacent members of a set. Hence they may be particularly appropriate in evaluating the structure of series (i.e., ordered successions) of pcs. For example, the excerpt shown in Figure 40, the pcset is 4-12, prime form {0236}, ic₁ vector [0112101], and ic₂ vector [1.543110]. Hence zyg₁ = 0 and zyg₂ = 0.067. However, zyg₁-seq = 4 / 9 = 0.444, and zyg₂-seq = 3 / 8 = 0.375.

Bartók: *Concerto for Orchestra; 2nd Movement* (Allegretto scherzando)

122 Note that the chromatic scale has a zyg₂-seq value of 1.
123 Forte 1973, 83.
125 See, for example, Forte 1998 and Doerksen 1998.
126 Forte 1973, 83.
127 Ockelford 2004.
129 See e.g. Roeder 1988.
Figure 30. Pcsets identified by Forte (1981, 139–40) in the opening of the first of Schoenberg’s *Three Piano Pieces*, Op. 11.
apparent in the first instance because they could not be extracted perceptually from large and complex aggregations of notes (and, how, therefore, could they be of structural relevance to listeners?). Moreover, if it is appropriate to adopt mechanistic, rather than perceptual, approaches to the discovery of structure, then, logically, these should be rigorous and comprehensive to ensure that items of potential relevance are not missed. However, the sheer scale of potential organisation that a process such as imbrication – systematically applied – throws up is staggering, and the mass of data is correspondingly difficult to manage.\(^{130}\)

We shall consider this issue in the context of the first of Schoenberg’s *Three Piano Pieces*, Op. 11, taking as a starting point Forte’s (1981) analysis, entitled *The Magical Kaleidoscope*. The opening 4½ bars are segmented thus (see Figure 30), with 14 different pcsets (in prime form) occurring with the frequencies set out in Figure 31.

Clearly, to understand this analysis – to hear Op. 11, No. 1 as Forte hears it – it is crucial to appreciate the reasons that lie behind this segmentation. Some pcsets derive self-evidently from the division between theme and accompaniment – for example, 6-Z10 and 6-Z16 in (a). The selection of other sets, however, such as 6-21 in (b), is less immediately apparent – being chosen since they constitute ‘structural components’ which ‘subsequently become important’.\(^{131}\) The unspoken constraint that Forte appears to apply in arriving at these structural segmentations is that the pitches concerned should be partly or wholly simultaneous, or contiguous, with at least one other (although the final ‘B’ in (c) extends this rule). Evidently, these sets need not respect textural divisions, since sometimes they embrace components of the theme and the accompaniment.

So much for the principles underlying the derivation of segments. Their status is less clear, however. There is no direct evidence, either in the manuscript or in verbal commentaries, that Schoenberg conceived the opening of the piece in terms of the 28 pcsets Forte identifies, or, indeed, that sets of any description were used as a tool to facilitate its composition (in contrast to the way that tone rows were subsequently described and used). Could it be, then, that pcsets nevertheless offer a valid model of how listeners intuitively make sense of the work’s structure? Again, there is no empirical evidence of this – quite the contrary. While the process of formulating even a single pcset from the relevant material presented in abstraction demands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pcset</th>
<th>frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-19</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-13</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-21</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-Z37</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-Z38</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-Z10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-16</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-21</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-Z39</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-Z44</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 31. Frequency of occurrence of pcsets in the opening of Forte’s analysis (1981).

\(^{130}\)Interestingly, Forte himself raises the issue of the usefulness and validity of mechanical processes in analysis, as opposed to human engagement that requires “education, experience, and … cognition” (1998, 243).

\(^{131}\)Forte 1981, 140.
a high level of aural and intellectual skill (as the model in Figure 25 shows, with three distinct processes to be worked through for each note), to identify sets in the context of a living piece of music is an almost inconceivably difficult task. Whether we assume that sets are imagined prospectively, acknowledged retrospectively or perceived as a combination of the two, it is not clear how one is to know which of the 208 options to listen out for. Presumably, different possibilities have to be tried, with many being rejected en route to the final ‘reading’. Then, consider the specific challenges posed in the opening 4½ bars of Op. 11, No. 1. An initial difficulty is that theoretically discrete pitches may be merged into single chordal percepts. A further, fundamental, issue is that, according to Forte’s analysis, 28 sets occur in around 12 seconds, which, given the data in Figure 30, means that, for his analysis to be appreciated in full, 133 allocations of values to sets have to be made, at a rate of something over 10 a second. Since there are only 23 distinct pitches in the passage in question, this implies a high degree of multifunctionalism – with each note appearing in an average of around six sets, and some, for example, the D in the tenor part of bar 4, finding a place in 12.

Perhaps, then, the structural revelations viewed in The Magical Kaleidoscope are significant neither to understanding the process of composition nor to how listeners apprehend the piece, but encapsulate interesting and intellectually valid observations in their own right. In which case, the issue to consider is whether Forte’s insights, judged by the analytical parameters he sets himself (explicitly or by implication), reflect an accurate and balanced picture of events, or possibly present the most notable abstract structural features. A cursory examination of the musical text suggests not. Take, for instance, the trichord 3-3. Forte deems three appearances as being worthy of note. However, there are a large number of others which appear to be at least as structurally relevant as those Forte highlights, together involving all available pitches. They include:

This suggests that it would be appropriate to attempt a full process of analytical imbrication, to determine just which pcsets potentially exist in the passage, and in what numbers, since this complete set of data should provide the context in which to appraise

132 This compares with the amount of ‘background’ organisation identified in relation to the first movement of K. 333. This, however, pertains to different characteristics of perceived sound, which appear to make the processing load manageable.
Forte’s choices of segmentation, and may additionally bring to light other features of structural interest. In order to do this systematically, we will remodel the passage as a table of possible transitions in the domain of pitch. Using the principles adopted by Forte of permitting only those transitions between notes that are contiguous or simultaneous (in part or in whole) yields the following 79 possibilities (the dotted lines indicate necessary precursors to certain transitions.)

Figure 33. Possible transitions between partly or wholly simultaneous and contiguous notes in the opening four-and-a-half bars of Schoenberg’s Op. 11, No. 1.
Using this model, it becomes evident that every pcset of the 208 prime forms that are available is represented! How, then, is one to determine which are of greater structural significance than others? Perhaps by their frequency of occurrence. The figures for sets of lower cardinalities are as follows (observe that, for the purposes of compiling these data, Forte’s principle of ignoring repeated values is followed.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pcset</th>
<th>frequency</th>
<th>pcset</th>
<th>frequency</th>
<th>pcset</th>
<th>frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4-1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5-1</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4-2</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>5-2</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-3</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4-3</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5-3</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>4-4</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>5-5</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5-7</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-8</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4-8</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5-8</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4-9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5-9</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4-10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-11</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4-11</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>5-11</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4-12</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>5-12</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>262</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4-2</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>5-2</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-4</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>5-5</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-8</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4-9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5-7</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4-11</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>5-8</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-12</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>4-13</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>5-9</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-14</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>4-Z15</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-16</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>4-17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5-11</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-18</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>4-19</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>5-12</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-20</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4-21</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5-13</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-22</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4-23</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5-14</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4-25</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5-15</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-26</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4-27</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>5-16</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-28</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4-Z29</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>5-17</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>884</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 34. Distribution of pcsets of cardinality 3, 4 and 5 in the opening four-and-a-half bars of Schoenberg’s Op. 11, No. 1.
Immediately, one is struck by the overwhelming number of sets that can be derived from a series of only 22 notes. The tables show that the number of appearances of pcts sets of a given size rises by a factor of approximately x3.5 as cardinality is increased by +1, a trend substantiated by initial research into hexachords, which suggests that they number something over 10,000 in this short passage alone. These numbers are so large that they can only be of statistical interest, though even their relative distribution indicates nothing of structural significance.

What, though, of the relationships between them? Again, the predominant characteristic is the sheer scale of things, with, for example, sets of cardinality 3 prospectively linked through 34,191 primary relationships, of which 3,227 are potentially zygonic (9.44%); sets of cardinality 4 potentially bearing 390,286 primary relationships, of which 16,073 may be zygonic (4.12%); and sets of cardinality 5 potentially connected through 4,965,976 primary relationships, of which 171,309 may be zygonic (3.45%). Note that these figures, large as they are, do not include the numerous other relationships that potentially exist between sets and their complements. Even without these additions, there would appear to be little if any musical significance in the data. Clearly, with so much potential orderliness pertaining to pcts sets, the indiscriminate analyst could highlight any form of patterning that he or she chose from the myriad of relationships that are present. However, the great majority of any apparently structural characteristics so identified would not pertain specifically to Op. 11, No. 1, but would exist merely as a consequence of deriving collections of pitch-classes from a highly constrained universal set.

In summary, then, Op. 11, No. 1 may or may not be a ‘magical kaleidoscope’: it is impossible to say through analysis based on the systematic extraction of pcts sets. This is because the criteria for deriving structurally significant relationships from the millions that are available are not inherent in the data that segmentation through imbrication itself generates. Rather, to determine which sets and relationships are likely to be important,

133 The number of combinations is so great because, as Figure 33 indicates, the chords offer multiple ‘routes’ through the excerpt – a characteristic of which Forte himself takes advantage, as Figure 30 shows. To put the statistics in context, consider that a series of 22 notes that is purely melodic in nature harbours \( 7(n - 5) = 119 \) pcts sets \( (3 \_ \text{cardinality}_9) \) – ignoring the possible effects of repetition: a tiny fraction of the number identified in the opening of Op. 11, No. 1, but far too great a load for human cognitive faculties to bear, nonetheless.

134 The statistics presented here do, however, inform our understanding of the relative probability of occurrence of pcts sets of different cardinalities. In his ‘Forte notes’ (1998), Jonathan Dunsby observes (178): “In his 1988 article Forte at last publicly addressed the issue of probability … by means of an index termed a status quotient [‘squo’]. … Probability was always a niggle-and-a-half in respect of the Structure of Atonal Music. How can 50 hexachords survive the onslaught of 12 trichords? Every time a hexachord is … ‘found’, it is just that much less likely to be … found in comparison with any particular trichord, which has a 1 in 12 chance of appearing among the universe of normal trichords, a lot better than 1 in 50, which is the natural selection field of the hexachords. Or you can turn the probability issue onto its other head, and say that any particular hexachord is more important as a musical instance, because it is statistically less likely to appear than is any particular trichord.” Yet in typical ‘two-dimensional’ musical textures such as that of Op. 11, No. 1, systematic segmentation reveals the incidence of pcts sets rising with cardinality. That is, there are far more occurrences of hexachords than trichords, in the ratio of the order of 1:40. This far outweighs the fact that the ratio of trichords to hexachords is of the order of 1:4. Hence the probability of a particular trichord occurring as opposed to a given hexachord is of the order of 0.1.
one has to rely on other features present in the domain of pitch or in other perspective domains that were stripped away in the initial process of extracting the pcsets – and inevitably, such complex, multidimensional decisions must rely largely on the musical intuitions of the analyst. However, this runs counter to the reason for adopting a systematic approach in the first place, which was to uncover potentially ‘hidden’ organisation of pitch; it also renders the procedure of imbrication redundant.

So it would seem that, if the process of pcset analysis is to deliver truly musical insights, then perceptibility must figure in the procedure of segmentation that is adopted. Experience suggests that, other things being equal, perceptibility will tend to be enhanced when the pcsets are relatively short; when the pitches from which they derive are readily heard in the texture; when sets regarded as equivalent are derived with relatively little or with similar manipulation of their source material; and when orderly relationships between pcsets run in parallel with other zygonic connections. These issues, and the manner in which set-theoretical analysis interfaces – and can be integrated – with other approaches through the utilisation of a common zygonic metatheoretical framework, underlie the exploration of the opening bars of Op. 11, No. 1 to be found in Ockelford 2005a.135

We have taken the presence of potentially zygonic relationships between pcsets as one indication of structural orderliness. However, these relationships form only part of a bigger picture, which includes similarity, inclusion, invariance and complementation. Such connections variously exist between sets of pitch-classes as they occur in music or between their abstract formulation as pcsets in prime form (expressed as integers); that is, as interperspective relationships of ‘pitch-class’ or ‘relative pitch-class’. This apparently fine distinction can be of considerable significance, since the effect of one type of relationship may run counter to that of the other.136 Here, we examine an area where theorists have expended a good deal of effort: establishing indices of similarity through which differing pcsets can be compared.

There are two main levels at which such comparisons can be undertaken: pitch-classes and interval-classes. With regard to the former, Forte137 proposes a maximum similarity relation \( R_p \) between pcsets such that

\[
R_p (S_1, S_2) \text{ iff } (S_1 \subset S_2) \cap (S_2 \subset S_1)
\]

where sets \( S_1, S_2 \) are of cardinal number \( n \) and \( S_3 \) is of cardinal number \( n-1 \). That is to say, sets \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) are maximally similar with respect to pitch-class if they differ with respect to only one element. As Forte observes, “\( R_p \) is not especially significant since many sets are so related to a large number of other sets.”138 In contrast, zygonic theory offers more responsive measures of pitch-class similarity between sets of all cardinalities. Two functions are possible: \( ZYG_{i} \) and \( ZYG_{i,seq} \).

135 103 ff.
136 Ibid., 97.
137 Forte 1973, 47.
ZYG₁ expresses the proportion of all relationships between the members of two sets that are potentially primary zygons of pcset-pitch. In formal terms,

\[
ZYG₁ = \frac{#z}{(#X \cdot #Y)}
\]

In relationships between sets without repeated pitch-classes, values of ZYG₁ tend to be low. For example:

\begin{align*}
\text{Schönberg: Op. 11, No. 1} \\
\text{(texture simplified)}
\end{align*}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.8\textwidth]{figure35.png}
\caption{Example of similarity index ZYG₁ between manifestations of pcsets 5-Z37 and 5-28.}
\end{figure}

\[
\text{number of potentially zygonic primary relationships (#z) = 3}
\]

\[
\text{number of other primary relationships = 22}
\]

\[
\text{total number of primary relationships (#X.#Y) = 5 \times 5 = (22 + 3) = 25}
\]

\[
ZYG₁ (\frac{#z}{(#X \cdot #Y)}) = \frac{3}{25} = 0.12
\]

Even identical sets produce values that are relatively small, which reduce as the size of sets is increased, since the proportion of zygonic relationships is also smaller. See, for instance, Figure 36. While this may appear counterintuitive, consider that these pcsets are only a small part of a much larger universe, and ZYG₁ values are markedly higher where there are repeated values. See, for example, Figure 37. Note that ZYG₁ is at a maximum in comparing two repeated-value sets that are the same.

However, closer to Forte’s notion of Rₚ is the function ‘ZYG₁-SEQ’, which entails one-to-one mapping between ordered sets of the same cardinality, such that the number of potential primary zygons (‘#z’) is taken as a proportion of the total number of primary interperspective relationships (including zygons) (‘#z + #i’, where ‘i’ are interperspective relationships between differing values). That is:

\[
ZYG₁-SEQ = \frac{#z}{(#z + #i)}
\]
Hence ZYG₁-SEQ exists in a range 0 to 1, where 0 represents complete dissimilarity (that is, no pcs in common), and 1 maximal similarity (all pcs the same). See, for example, Figure 38.

\[
\text{ZYG}_1 = \frac{3}{9} = 0.3
\]

\[
\text{ZYG}_1 = \frac{4}{16} = 0.25
\]

\[
\text{ZYG}_1 = \frac{5}{25} = 0.2
\]

Figure 36. ZYG, between identical pcsets diminishes with increasing cardinality.
The similarity of pcsets gauged through interval-classes has received more theoretical attention than judgements based on pitch-classes, and different approaches pertaining to ics have been summarised by Eric Isaacson (1990). Forte’s $R_n$ relations indicate the match between corresponding terms in ic vectors. If none of the pairs is the same, the
sets are in the relation $R_0$. If all but two are the same, and the two unequal terms are ‘interchanged’, the sets are said to be in $R_1$; if the unequal terms are not interchanged, then the sets are in $R_2$. As Isaacson notes, $R_n$ relations are limited in a number of respects: for example, they apply only to sets of the same cardinality; many pairs of ic vectors are in none of the $R_n$ relations; Z-related sets are not categorised in terms of these relations (despite having identical ic content); and the relations lack discriminating power, having only three classes of similarity with which to categorise the thousands of possibilities that exist. These are theoretical difficulties with the $R_n$ concept. However, zygonic meta-analysis reveals problems of a musical nature too.

Take, for example, the two sets 4-1 and 4-23 having ic vectors $[321000]$ and $[021030]$ respectively, and which, therefore, according to Forte, are in the relation $R_1$. This implies a scenario such as the following.

Figure 39. Zygonic meta-analysis of example of relation $R_1$.

In the case of ic2 and ic3, the measure of similarity is conceptually straightforward, and it may well be that the common primary relationships are, to a greater or lesser extent,

139 Forte 1973, 48 and 49.
140 Isaacson 1990, 3 and 4.
highlighted in musical contexts. The potential relevance of ic4 and ic6 is less immediate – it is unclear whether shared absent intervals have any significance for listeners. Even more remote, though, are the ‘interchange’ relationships, whereby the fact that there are the same number of ic1s in 4-1 as there are ic5s in 4-23 and the same number of ic5s in 4-1 as there are ic1s in 4-23 is held to be a worthy measure of similarity. It is difficult to imagine a context in which numerical connections such as these could be of music-structural significance.

The remaining functions that Isaacson discusses operate through comparing like interval-classes, comprising variously aggregated forms of their differences, sums or products. However, Isaacson identifies theoretical difficulties with all of these, in terms of the number, range and profile of the values they produce. Isaacson’s own ‘IcVSIM’ function takes the standard deviation of the values in an ‘Interval-difference Vector’, which lists the arithmetic differences between the respective entries in ic vectors. That is, IcVSIM measures the degree of variance found between the number of corresponding ics in two pcsets. It is formally defined as

\[ \sigma = \sqrt{\frac{\sum (IdV_i - \bar{IdV})^2}{6}} \]

where IdV\(_i\) is the \(i\)th term of the Interval-difference Vector, and is the mean of the terms in the IdV. Isaacson\(^{142}\) claims that IcVSIM is “an intuitively satisfying measure of intervallic similarity in the abstract, [which] should prove beneficial for concrete applications in the analysis of atonal music”. However, this would imply that the measurement of standard deviation that is taken had a perceptual correlate, which is far from evident. Moreover, some results from IcVSIM seem in any case to be counterintuitive. For example, 3-10, ic vector [0020001], and 6-30, ic vector [224223], have an IdV [222222], whose standard deviation is, of course, zero.\(^{143}\) But why should two pcsets with almost entirely different ic vectors (whose common feature is their profile of internal differences) be regarded as maximally similar?

Zygonic theory offers an alternative approach to the issue of pcset similarity. Just as the internal ‘zygonicity’ of a pcset may be taken as the ratio of latent zygonic relationships to the number of potential relationships as a whole, so the zygonicity between pcsets can be calculated according to the same principle. That is to say, rather than comparing only identical ic entries in the two sets concerned, the ZYG\(_2\) function takes into account all prospective secondary relationships between the ics in different sets, whatever their entry number, and calculates the proportion that are potentially zygonic. It seems justifiable – indeed, necessary – to consider all relationships, since the ZYG\(_2\) measure is principally a conceptual one, between two abstract entities, whose perceived interconnections will differ according to the musical context in which they are realised.


\(^{142}\) Isaacson 1990, 25.

\(^{143}\) Isaacson 1990, 21 and 22.
In formal terms, the zygonicity between pcsets at the secondary level may be expressed as follows:

\[ ZYG_2(X, Y) = \frac{\sum (x_i y_i)}{(\sum x_i)(\sum y_i)} \]

This formula works for sets of all cardinalities. For example,

\[ ZYG_2(3-1, 4-2) = \frac{(2 \times 2) + (2 \times 1)}{(2 + 1) \times (2 + 2 + 1 + 1)} = 0.3 \]

That is, one third of the secondary relationships that link the two pcsets are potentially zygonic between identical primary values. For example:

Figure 40. ZYG_2(3-1, 4-2) = \frac{6}{18}

Secondary zygonicity is at a maximum when X = Y. For instance, ZYG_2(3-1, 3-1) = 0.556. Although this value may seem unduly low, consider that it merely reflects the totality of the differences and similarities between the two sets. Sets of identical pcs produce ZYG_2 = 1. Take, for example, \{0, 0, 0, 0\} and \{1, 1, 1\}, whose primary ic vectors are \[6.0\ 0\ 0\ 0\ 0\ 0\ 0\ 0\] and \[3.0\ 0\ 0\ 0\ 0\ 0\ 0\ 0\], respectively: every secondary relationship between them is potentially a perfect zygon, so
At the other extreme, $ZYG$, may = 0 if two sets share no ic entries in common. For example, 3-1 and 3-11. The full range of values for $ZYG$, in relation to 3-1 are as follows:

$$ZYG = \{\binom{3-1}{\sum x_i \sum y_i} \}$$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$ZYG_2$</th>
<th>pcsets in relation to 3-1</th>
<th>$f$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.556</td>
<td>3-1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>4-1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>4-2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>6-1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.311</td>
<td>5-2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>4-3, 4-4, 4-5, 4-6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>7-1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>5-3, 5-4, 5-5, 6-2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.244</td>
<td>6-3, 6-4, 6-36, 6-37</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>7-2, 8-1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.233</td>
<td>5-6, 5-7, 5-8, 5-9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>3-3, 3-4, 3-5, 3-6, 4-7, 4-8, 4-9, 4-10, 4-11, 6-5, 6-6, 6-7, 6-8, 6-9, 6-38, 7-3, 7-4, 7-5</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>8-2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>9-1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.206</td>
<td>7-6, 7-7, 7-8, 7-9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>8-3, 8-4, 8-5, 8-6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>5-10, 5-11, 5-12, 5-13, 5-14, 5-15, 5-16, 5-17, 5-18, 6-10, 6-11, 6-12, 6-13, 6-40, 6-41</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>7-10, 7-11, 7-12, 7-13, 7-14, 7-15, 7-36, 8-7, 8-8, 8-9, 8-10, 8-11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>9-3, 9-4, 9-5, 9-6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>8-12, 8-13, 8-14, 8-15, 8-16, 8-21, 8-29</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>6-13, 6-14, 6-15, 6-16, 6-17, 6-18, 6-21, 6-22, 6-42, 6-43</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>9-7, 9-8, 9-9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>7-16, 7-17, 7-18, 7-19, 7-20, 7-23, 7-24, 7-37, 7-38</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>4-12, 4-13, 4-14, 4-15, 4-16, 4-21, 4-29, 5-16, 5-17, 5-18, 5-19, 5-20, 5-23, 5-24, 5-37, 5-38, 8-17, 8-18, 8-19, 8-20, 8-22, 8-23, 8-24, 8-25, 9-10, 9-11, 9-12</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>7-21, 7-22, 7-25, 7-26, 7-27, 7-28, 7-29, 7-30, 7-33</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>6-19, 6-23, 6-24, 6-25, 6-26, 6-44, 6-45, 6-46, 6-47, 6-48</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>8-26, 8-27</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>7-31, 7-32, 7-34, 7-35, 8-28</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>5-21, 5-22, 5-25, 5-26, 5-27, 5-28, 5-29, 5-30, 5-33, 6-20, 6-27, 6-28, 6-29, 6-30, 6-31, 6-32, 6-33, 6-34, 6-35, 6-49, 6-50</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>3-8, 3-9, 4-17, 4-18, 4-19, 4-20, 4-22, 4-23, 4-24, 4-25</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>4-26, 4-27</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>3-10, 3-11, 3-12, 4-28</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$n=35$ Total 208

At a glance, the number of sets in relation to 3-1 was 208. Figure 41. Results for $ZYG(3-1, xy)$. 
ZYG₂ represents one, wholly abstract, way of considering pcset similarity, free from the complicating factors that invariably arise in authentic musical contexts. While the function may have a certain validity as an ‘absolute’ measure – uncontaminated, for example, by perceived time or texture – it has to be recognised that it has very limited (if any) relevance to ‘typical’ listening experiences. For example, one realisation of a pcset may highlight a particular sequence of primary interperspective relationships while a second may bring quite another series to the fore, so emphasising the dissimilarities that exist within and between the sets (despite their theoretical equivalence). Hence, another measure is required that is sensitive to the sequential status of the relationships it compares. This may be termed ZYG₂-SEQ, and functions as follows (cf. ZYG₁-SEQ; Figure 38).

![Schönberg: Op. 11, No. 1](image)

The measures of zygonicity that have been identified, which consider either the internal orderliness of sets or the similarity between them, may be classified thus (see Figure 44).

To summarise: this section has shown how zygonic theory can be used to interrogate other models of musical structure – in particular, set theory. The result is that refinements are proposed to certain established procedures (such as gauging the similarity between pcsets), while, on a more general level, issues are exposed in relation to the status of these and other processes. The key finding is this: since the pitch structure of any music that uses only twelve distinct pitch-classes is by its very nature highly constrained, it will inevitably be replete with potential orderliness – abounding with patterns that can be modelled mathematically. This is illustrated in the re-analysis of the opening of Schoenberg’s Op. 11, No. 1, which shows that every conceivable combination of relative pitch-classes (as defined by Allen Forte) is present in only the first 4½ bars; indeed, some appear hundreds of times. Hence it is argued that strictly logical approaches to music analysis, such as Forte’s system of ‘imbrication’, entailing the systematic extrac-
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tion of pcsets, are fraught with difficulty, since they throw up unmanageable quantities of information, the great majority of which is of no relevance to the musical experience, perceptually or even, for the most part, conceptually. What, then, are the limiting factors that would render such approaches manageable and meaningful? The musical intuitions of the analyst – whose very subjectivity mathematical approaches were intended to capture, rationalise or even eradicate; these have to be the starting point and, ultimately, the criteria through which analyses are judged.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>function</th>
<th>specification</th>
<th>representation</th>
<th>number of relationships</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>zyg1</td>
<td>takes into account all primary relationships between members of unordered set</td>
<td>(n = 3)</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{2}n(n-1) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZYG1</td>
<td>takes into account all primary relationships between members of unordered sets</td>
<td>(n = 3)</td>
<td>n • N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zyg1-seq</td>
<td>takes into account primary relationships between successive members of ordered set</td>
<td>(n = 3)</td>
<td>n – 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZYG1-SEQ</td>
<td>takes into account primary relationships between sequentially equivalent members of ordered sets of equal cardinality</td>
<td>(n = 3)</td>
<td>n = N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zyg2</td>
<td>takes into account all secondary relationships between primaries in unordered set</td>
<td>(n = 3)</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{8}n(n+1)(n-1)(n-2) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZYG2</td>
<td>takes into account all secondary relationships between unordered sets</td>
<td>(n = 3)</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{4}n.N(n-1)(N-1) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zyg2-seq</td>
<td>takes into account secondary relationships between successive members of ordered set</td>
<td>(n = 3)</td>
<td>n – 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZYG2-SEQ</td>
<td>takes into account secondary relationships between sequentially equivalent primaries of ordered sets of equal cardinality</td>
<td>(n = 3)</td>
<td>n – 1 = N – 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 43. ZYG and zyg functions in summary.
6. Taking a Zygonic Approach to Investigate Musical Interaction in Improvisation

The final extended example of zygonic theory in action occurs in the context of quantifying and analysing an example of musical interaction between a teacher and pupil, and considering its consequences for our understanding of the child’s level of musical development. The object of study is a vocal improvisation by ‘K’, a four-and-a-half-year-old girl with a condition known as septo-optic dysplasia,\textsuperscript{144} which had previously been videoed and transcribed.\textsuperscript{145} The improvisation was initially led and then accompanied on the piano by the author (‘AO’), who at the time was K’s music teacher. It is argued that the zygonic relationships that are identified between elements within the improvised duet provide powerful insights into the musical interaction between K and AO, capturing the fluctuating patterns of influence that existed between them as the piece they were creating unfolded in time.

The improvisation was triggered by AO suggesting to K that she should make up a new song about her pet dogs (Jack and Elisha). AO played four chords – F major, D minor, G minor\textsuperscript{a} and C major – on the piano with a gentle swing rhythm, and added a simple vocal melody to set the scene. After two iterations of the sequence, K intuitively took the lead and, against the continuing four-chord ostinato, improvised a song that lasted for around 90 seconds (see Figure 44).

AO’s initial impression, as the teacher-accompanist, was of an extemporisation of genuine musical expressivity within a continuously evolving but coherent musical structure. It was clear that K had an active musical mind that was able to create new material intuitively, quickly and confidently within a broadly familiar style. Beyond these immediate reactions, however, the application of zygonic theory enables K’s improvisation to be analysed in relation to the three potential sources of material from which she could draw: (a) the unfolding melody, as initiated by AO and subsequently taken up by K; (b) the piano accompaniment provided by AO; and (c) other pieces in similar style.

So, considering first K’s melody: does it ‘make sense’ as a piece of music – and, if so, through what structural means? According to zygonic theory, musical coherence requires at least one salient feature from each event to derive from another or others.\textsuperscript{146}

\textsuperscript{144} Septo-optic dysplasia is a rare condition that occurs in approximately 1 in 16,000 children. It is defined as a combination of optic nerve hypoplasia (absent or small optic nerves), pituitary abnormalities and the absence of the septum pellucidum or corpus callosum or both – without which communication between areas of the mid-brain (such as the transfer of sensory information) is hampered. Among the likely effects of septo-optic dysplasia are visual impairment, hormonal problems, delayed development, behavioral difficulties and obesity. The type and range of symptoms can vary from mild to very severe (Mehta and Dattani 2004). It is important to note that K is totally blind and does not have delayed development.

\textsuperscript{145} See Ockelford, Pring, Welch and Treffert 2005; Ockelford 2006b; 2007a.

\textsuperscript{146} That is not to say that, in order to be coherent, K’s improvisation should consist only of repetition. Through ‘perceptual binding’ (the cognitive glue through which the different properties of an object cohere in the mind to form the notion of a single thing – see, for example, Snyder (2000, 7)) and Gestalt perception (through which discrete events are reckoned to form larger wholes – see, for instance, Deutsch (1999)) sounds, or groups of sounds, may differ from each other in some respects while being the same in others. Hence (as we shall see), similarity and diversity work in parallel in the creation of musical material that is at once original though coherent.
Full zygonic analysis of K’s song (which is too extensive to be reproduced here)\textsuperscript{147} shows that this is indeed the case, and confirms the informal observation that successive notes do not pass by as isolated entities, but sound logically connected to each other through similarities in pitch or rhythm which bind them together in the mind to form short melodic ‘chunks’. As we shall see, these chunks are themselves linked through various forms of sameness and similarity. Here, an analysis of K’s first phrase will suffice to illustrate the principles involved.

K’s song begins as she picks up on the fourth octave E that AO’s vocal line leaves in the air, and which is reinforced in his accompaniment. From here, K moves back to the adjacent F, following the change from tonic to dominant harmony, which she would have been able to anticipate from the same harmonic transition between bars 2 and 3. This opening melodic interval is a retrograde version of the ending of AO’s last vocal phrase – illustrating how, from the outset, K takes the material that is offered and stamps her authority on it. K’s initial F is followed by 11 others, together constituting a pitch structure of the simplest kind (potentially derived through a network of identical primary zygonic relationships that are known as a ‘constant system’; see Footnote 87). This repeated series of notes, which at first appears to overextend itself against the accompanying harmonies (conflicting with the concluding dominant chord in the second half of bar 6), could be heard as a device for K to buy time while deciding what to do next. However, analysis shows that the series of Fs actually grows organically from the preceding material, deriving from two sources: the pitches echo the initial repetitions of the melody, and the rhythm adopts the dotted-quaver/semiquaver pattern first heard in the second half of bar 2. This means that K took two distinct elements from the opening phrases of the melody (supplied by AO) and fused them in her continuation, a form of musical development typical of many styles that simultaneously offers coherence and variety.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure45.png}
\caption{K’s melody initially develops AO’s opening vocal line in a number of respects.}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{147} Fuller presentations of data and their analysis are available in electronic form from the author.
I Have a Dog

With a gentle swing

Figure 44. K's improvisation I have a Dog
one for her biscuits, one for her water, and one for her water. She's much better than Jack as well. She is flying her, and like to her. I like to wiggle her hair about. She likes... Liked... Ah... She... My best girl... My best girl of the world and she...
K's forceful delivery of the repeated pitches adds to the sense that she is asserting her place in the partnership that is about to unfold: both musically and socially, building a foundation for the action to come. This starts immediately: in the very next phrase (bar 7), there is a sense of release as K’s melody springs up from the constraints of the opening repetitions using a new, syncopated rhythm. Despite the sense that things are moving off
in a new direction, though, both pitch and rhythm again derive logically from what has gone before: the ‘dotted’ motive is again pressed into service and two similar ascending melodic intervals (from F to A, and A to C) deployed to straddle the phrases. This method of connecting chunks, through secondary zygonic relationships – rather like using a musical ‘ladder’ to link different ideas – is one that K adopts a number of times (for example, between bars 16/17 and 22/23). Her other favoured approach is to use a primary zygonic relationship – taking a pitch at or near the end of a phrase and using it to start the next (see, for example, the connections between phrases in bar 8, 18/19 and 20).

These two approaches to connecting chunks of musical material are typical of many styles.148 However, there is another way of linking segments, which involves the repetition (or variation) of chunks as a whole. Although, arguably, this is the most widespread of all music-structural techniques, it is not one that K adopts. The nearest she comes to it is in bars 17–24, when a pattern of three descending pitches is successively transposed and varied, mirroring and reinforcing the rhetorical form of the verbal narrative at this point: (“one for her biscuits, one for her water, and one for her meat”). Exact transposition of the intervallic descent, which would have required a B at the beginning of bar 19, appears to have been overwhelmed by K’s desire for a convincing concord at this juncture (with the emphasis on the repeated word ‘one’). So it is that K demonstrates the intuitive ability to weigh up and manage conflicting musical (and extra-musical) demands, and – in the midst of her improvisation – the capacity to select the option best able to meet her expressive intentions.

Figure 47. On one occasion, K links melodic segments through the variation of chunks as a whole.

Why does K not make greater use of the commonplace method of repeating or varying chunks as a whole? It may be on account of the improvised nature of the exercise that K was undertaking, in which building a coherent structure depended on remembering

material that had just been made up at the same time as continuing with the creative process (which may well have interfered with the memories that had recently been formed). By intuitively adopting the approach of having each successive chunk pick up where the previous one left off, K made fewer demands on her memory and gave herself greater freedom to follow her musical or verbal whim of the moment. A corollary of this free-flowing approach is that there is no particular pattern to the links between chunks in K’s song: while the moment-to-moment connections on the musical surface are convincing enough, there is no hierarchical arrangement of the segments – no deeper structural repetition or development. The climax, which occurs at the end of the improvisation, is signalled by a change of register and effected through a high, sustained tonic F (sung ‘fortissimo’), rather than occurring through a feeling of structural inevitability.

Hence, taking all this evidence into account, it is reasonable to assert that K had grasped a number of the key principles of how Western music (within the tonal vernacular of the early 21st century) is structured, and that she was able to use these to create new tunes that would make sense to listeners. We know that K developed this capacity with no formal intervention on the part of others – purely through being exposed to a range of music and through expressing herself by singing. Just as the great majority of people absorb the syntactical rules of their native language without conscious effort (simply by listening and trying things out for themselves), thereby acquiring the ability to create original but coherent and comprehensible linguistic utterances, so K evidently had done the same in the domain of music. Her intuitive awareness of certain elements of musical syntax within familiar styles enabled her to formulate new, stylistically authentic musical statements. Of course, this is not in itself exceptional; almost all young children make up songs that are coherent by absorbing, copying and extending what they hear, functioning as what Margaret Barrett terms infant ‘meme engineers’ (2003).149 It is through considering the way in which the structural techniques that K employed interacted with the accompaniment that was provided that we can glean more about the unusual nature of her developing musicality.

Zygonic theory can be used to gauge the impact of the accompaniment on K’s creative efforts by assessing each note150 in relation to its probable musical sources, which are to be found either in AO’s melodic opening (bars 1–4), the extemporised piano melody (equivalent to the uppermost RH notes), the bass ostinato or K’s vocal line.151 For

149 See also, for example, Moog 1969; Hargreaves 1985, 60ff); Barrett 2006.
150 Hence the analysis is as fine-grained as it is practicable to make it. Longer pieces could be investigated using more substantial musical gestures as the primary unit of analysis.
151 This work was undertaken by AO, utilising his intuitions as an experienced music analyst, performer and educator. The principal disadvantage of this approach was the possibility of bias through idiosyncratic interpretation of the underlying structural relationships. The advantage was his intimate knowledge of the situation in question – in particular what was going through his mind as the accompanist. Future analyses along these lines could (though need not) be based more on the consensus of a number of people’s views. Indeed, it is anticipated that a significant proportion of the analytical activity could be undertaken by computer (searching for combinations of similarity and salience through appropriate algorithms).
every note, up to 10 zygonic relationships\textsuperscript{152} are considered in relation to pitch, melodic interval, harmonic context and rhythm. These are weighted as follows: pitch scores 2 for exact repetition and 1 for the transfer of pitch-class to a different octave; melodic interval scores 2 for identity, 1.5 for approximate imitation and 1 for inversion or retrogression; harmonic context scores 2 for exact repetition, 1.5 for variation, 1 for transposition and 0.5 for transposed variation; and rhythm scores 4 for identity, 3 for approximate derivation (including a change of relative location within the relevant metrical level), 2 for repetition of duration or IOI only, and 1 where the sole connection is the variation of duration or IOI. Since each aspect of every note could be considered to be derived from up to 10 others, further weighting is necessary, whereby each raw score of derivation strength is multiplied by a factor based on the theorised salience of the zygonic relationship concerned, such that the sum of the factors pertaining to the given feature of a particular note was invariably 1.

For example, K's seventh pitch (labelled K7 in Figure 43) can be considered to derive from K6, K5, K4, AM13, K3, K2, AV12, AM11, AV11 and AM10 – the order determined by their temporal adjacency to K7.\textsuperscript{153} For pragmatic reasons, the factors used to moderate the raw scores pertaining to series such as this are separated by a common difference (implying a linear decrease in the strength of their zygonic influence).\textsuperscript{154} In this case, with ten factors required, the values used to modify the raw derivation scores are 0.182, 0.164, 0.145, 0.127, 0.109, 0.091, 0.073, 0.055, 0.036 and 0.018 respectively. The result of applying these proportions to the raw scores is a series of ‘derivation indices’.

The indices for each feature are summed separately in relation to the material improvised by AO and K. The total potential derivation index for each note ranges between 0 and 10 from either of the two sources (AO or K). With regard to K7, the subtotals pertaining to AO- and K-derived material are shown in Figure 47: pitch has a derivation index of 0.618 from AO and 1.382 from K; melodic interval, 0.334 from AO and 1.666 from K; harmonic context, 1.335 from AO and 0.666 from K; and rhythm, 1.620 from AO and 2.136 from K. This yields a total derivation index of 3.907 from AO's material and 5.850 from K's. Given the maximum total derivation index of 10, the sum of these two figures (9.757) leaves a residue of 0.243, reflecting aspects of K7 that cannot be accounted for through derivation from other material in the song. This, then, is a measure of the ‘originality’ of the event in question (K7) in relation to the improvisation up to that point.\textsuperscript{155}

\textsuperscript{152} Chosen for pragmatic reasons – other analyses could involve more or fewer relationships per feature than this.

\textsuperscript{153} On the grounds that, other things being equal, their temporal adjacency corresponds to their relative salience and therefore implicative strength. Factors that could impact on this assumption include the possibility of an event pertaining to a larger perceptual unit. Hence it is thought that the bass note at the beginning of bar 5 (third octave F), for example, more strongly derives from the bass notes at the beginning of bars 3 and 1 respectively than the temporally more adjacent Fs in the vocal and piano melody lines (something that is reinforced through common and differing octaves respectively).

\textsuperscript{154} Future analyses could adopt different approaches.

\textsuperscript{155} The issue of material derived from other pieces is considered briefly in the third section of the analysis.
The usefulness of these figures in interpreting the relationship between AO’s and K’s contributions lies principally in the ratios between them – taken either as averages over a given period or in terms of event-by-event patterns of variation. For example, the derivation indices for the piece as a whole are as follows.

**GRAND TOTALS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Pitch</th>
<th>Rhythm</th>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>Harmonic Context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AO</td>
<td>3.907</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.850</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 48. The hypothesised derivation of note ‘K7’ from previous material.
That is to say, 70% of AO’s production was generated from other of his material, with a little under 13% deriving from K’s input. In contrast, only 50% or so of K’s melody is attributable to the emulation of her own efforts, with approximately 36% based on AO’s introductory vocal melody and piano accompaniment. This is powerful evidence that, while improvising her own structurally and expressively coherent melody, K was able to attend to the piano accompaniment and (apparently without conscious effort) take on board a range of musical ideas that were presented. Moreover, within the musical interaction that occurred, AO’s influence on K was almost three times greater than K’s impact on AO – a somewhat sobering statistic for a music educator who at the time felt that he was providing a responsive foil for K’s efforts! In fact, zygonic analysis indicates that the flow of musical ideas was largely from teacher to pupil. One wonders how asymmetrical the patterns of influence are in other more ‘typical’ music-educational and therapeutic contexts, notwithstanding teachers’ and therapists’ beliefs concerning the child-centeredness of their approaches.

The derivation indices also enable us to track how the influence of one performer on another varied over time. For example, during K’s first phrase (notes K1–K13), the derivation index from AO’s material falls from 9.476 to 0.927, whose trend closely matches a linear descent (R² = 0.8155) – the principal exceptions being K9 and K10, where K introduces a rhythmic pattern similar to one used in AO’s introduction (Figure 50).

This decline in K’s use of AO’s material through the phrase reflects K’s increasing self-assertion (noted above) and, as one would expect, is matched inversely by an increasing use of her own improvisation to generate further ideas. At the same time, K’s use of original material (‘Series 3’ in the graph) fluctuates at a low level (Figure 51).

Subsequent phrases show different derivational patterns that cannot be reported in detail here. However, the mean derivation indices pertaining to phrases will be used to give an overview of trends at a deeper structural level. These show K drawing significantly on A’s material in her first phrase, less so in the second and more again in the third and the fourth. Subsequently, there is a gradual decrease in AO’s impact over phrases five to nine – the central part of K’s improvisation with the descending sequence at its heart – during which K’s efforts become ever more self-sufficient. In contrast, AO’s influence is felt more strongly in K’s tenth phrase, whose lack of verbal coherence suggests that K may be running out of steam. Indeed, after rallying briefly in the eleventh phrase, K’s creative flow almost completely dries up at the beginning of the twelfth, and she draws heavily on material in the accompaniment to sustain her vocal line (although in the concluding notes she finally wrests back the initiative). K’s global pattern of derivation from AO, invariably lower than AO’s derivation from K, is inversely related to it with
Figure 50. The waning influence of AO’s material in K’s first phrase.

Figure 51. Indices of derivation and originality.
a striking consistency (82%). That is to say, during the improvisation, as K chose to rely less on AO for material, AO tended to rely more on K, and vice versa – perhaps through an intuitive desire on the part of one performer or both to ensure coherence in the improvised texture as a whole.

**Mean derivation index**

![Graph showing mean derivation index for AO and K](https://www.example.com/graph.png)

Figure 52. The inverse relationship between the strength of musical influence of AO upon K’s and vice versa throughout *I have a Dog*.

Analysing indices of ‘originality’ reveals further issues of structural significance. For example, itemising all K’s events that had an originality index ≥ 0.25 (i.e., when a quarter or more of material was derived other than from the improvisation) yields 13 entries as follows.

Although different features are implicated (including melodic interval, duration and interonset interval) K’s originality is most frequently expressed in the domain of harmonic context (in 62% of cases). On some occasions, this appears to be a consequence of K’s melodic intent overriding the harmony provided (for example, in the second half of bar 6 and at the end of bar 10), although her continuations make sense of these things in retrospect: as we have already observed, the repeated Fs in bar 6 serve as a springboard for the next phrase, while the F at the end of bar 10 is sustained to reach over into the F major harmony that starts the next sequence. However, there are other times when, rather than having arisen as a byproduct of melodic goals, K’s harmonic originality seems to have been intrinsically motivated; see, for example, K27, where K’s Ai produces an astringent minor 9th chord on the supertonic bass provided. A further measure of K’s harmonic creativity can be gleaned from the number of ways in which she melodises a
given harmony within the ostinato pattern. For example, K overlays the second chord in the sequence (which in AO’s original version comprises a simple D minor harmony – D, F, A) at different times in the course of her improvisation with D, F, G, A, B♭, and C, using a range of melodic devices (described below).\footnote{Similarly, while K’s phrase-lengths indicate her evident cognisance of the underlying harmonic structure, they are not bound by it, ranging in duration from two beats to nine. Here, the influence of the improvised words appears to have been particularly important. Moreover, in the manner of a mature musical dialogue, K sometimes left the piano to play on its own (notably in bars 11 and 12), partly to regroup her own thinking, no doubt, though nonetheless affording a convincing feeling of ‘give and take’.
}

Despite the substantial impact of AO’s improvisation on K’s melody, the derivation is largely at a ‘general’ level, whereby each feature almost invariably stems from a number of sources, and the relationships concerned rarely have the salience to stand out from their coherence-creating neighbours and acquire specific structural significance. There are exceptions, however, which function either through a series of relationships working in parallel or by prominent percepts being repeated in temporal apposition. For example, the syncopated rhythm first heard in the piano in bar 12 reappears in the vocal melody in bar 15 (and then again in the piano in bar 24), while from bar 30, K repeatedly derives s and Fs from the accompaniment.

The third and final issue to be addressed is the extent to which K uses material from other pieces in her improvisation. For this to occur implies that the music improvised by AO (and by K herself) triggered features common to many other pieces – stylistic influences – that were subsequently pressed into service in the new work, or specific

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{event} & \textbf{pitch} & \textbf{proportion} & \textbf{interval} & \textbf{proportion} & \textbf{harmon. context} & \textbf{proportion} & \textbf{duration} & \textbf{proportion} & \textbf{int. proportion} & \textbf{highest}
\hline
K12 & 2.800 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 2.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & H

K14 & 5.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 2.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & H

K15 & 5.182 & 1.000 & 0.193 & 0.500 & 0.096 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & H

K17 & 3.666 & 0.666 & 0.182 & 1.500 & 0.409 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & H/Int

K27 & 5.400 & 1.000 & 0.185 & 1.500 & 0.278 & 0.096 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & H/Int

K28 & 2.767 & 0.382 & 0.138 & 1.500 & 0.466 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & D/IOI

K35 & 2.691 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.400 & 1.000 & 0.372 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & H

K49 & 5.636 & 2.000 & 0.355 & 0.000 & 2.000 & 0.355 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & H

K91 & 2.657 & 0.490 & 0.193 & 0.500 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & D

K92 & 2.666 & 0.500 & 0.193 & 0.500 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & D

K93 & 2.953 & 0.327 & 0.111 & 1.500 & 0.472 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & D

K94 & 4.255 & 0.946 & 0.222 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & D

K103 & 3.346 & 0.818 & 0.244 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & D

K104 & 4.255 & 0.946 & 0.222 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & D

\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Table of K’s events with an originality index of 0.25 or more.}
\end{table}
memories of other compositions, or both. Direct borrowing is not a requirement for musical coherence (although it is encountered widely in traditional jazz\textsuperscript{157}), and it is not an approach that K adopts.\textsuperscript{158} The utilisation of more general features is far more important in the construction of musically meaningful pieces, however, and K's improvisation does indeed fit comfortably within the stylistic envelope of the Western musical vernacular of the late 20\textsuperscript{th} and early 21\textsuperscript{st} centuries, in terms of the tonal and rhythmic frameworks that are used. More than this, though, K utilises a range of melodic devices that indicate a certain musical sophistication, including passing notes (in bars 15 and 16) and appoggiaturas (see bar 25), as well as elements redolent of the Blues style, in particular the flattened third, first introduced in bar 10.\textsuperscript{159}

In summary: in this section, we have analysed a vocal melody improvised by a young girl with septo-optic dysplasia against an ostinato piano accompaniment, using zygonic theory. From this, it appears that the zygonic approach may be of value in interrogating certain aspects of the ebb and flow of musical interaction involving two performers or more. Although labour-intensive at this stage, key elements in this type of analysis could be automated using an appropriate computer programme, leaving the researcher to check and refine the data gathered. The techniques set out here could be used more widely to support the assessment of certain aspects of children’s music-making informing the aggregation of a bank of comparative data that would enable individual efforts to be contextualised. Clearly, this may be of benefit to music therapists and educationists seeking to evaluate the effect and effectiveness of their interactions with children with disabilities and other special needs. Moreover, as music-analytical techniques such as those used here are further developed, it is interesting to postulate the extent to which the scrutiny of the purely musical elements of an improvisation with two people or more may shed light on aspects of broader personality and human relationships – including the capacity and willingness for imitation, resistance to change, resilience and so on. More broadly, the approach set out here may support the analysis of improvised forms in a range of genres, including jazz.

There are also findings of significance in relation to K’s evolving musicality. For example, it is evident that, within a familiar style, she can grasp a repeating pattern of harmonies and create material that not only conforms to what is provided but develops and extends it, structurally and expressively. However, there is a lack of thematic correspondence between voice and accompaniment that may have arisen as a consequence of the considerable musical skill and experience that are needed to attend to someone else’s contribution and remember it at the same time as creating material oneself. More broadly, the fact that certain common approaches to the logical connection of material are not used, and the concomitant absence of a deeper structure may be specific to this improvisation or could indicate where future avenues of K’s learning may lie. Above all, though, K’s improvisation provides evidence that many of the elements of musical understanding, which are typically conceptualised and codified in the process of music

\textsuperscript{157} See Berliner 1994, 103 ff.

\textsuperscript{158} AO does, however, quoting \textit{Dream, Dream, Dream} by the Everly Brothers in bars 20–23.

\textsuperscript{159} Although this is hinted at by AO in bars 5 and 6.
education, can develop and thrive at a purely intuitive level. The enduring message for researchers and teachers alike is the capacity of the mind to absorb and intuitively utilise sophisticated musical strategies with no formal tuition at all.

Epistemological Issues and Future Prospects for Zygonic Theory

It is hoped that these three extended examples will give readers who were previously unfamiliar with zygonic theory some idea of its scope and potential applications. As well as offering new concepts, new methods, new tools and new forms of graphical representation to music theorists and analysts (or, indeed, to those working more broadly within the field of musicology) perhaps zygonic theory’s most significant contribution will be to those researchers seeking to work between disciplines, where music theory and analysis meet music education and music therapy, for example, and – especially – music psychology. Here, two decades on from Eric Clarke’s appeal to ‘Mind the Gap’ (1989), there are still considerable epistemological hurdles to be overcome if the two disciplines are to work together effectively, and it may be that further developments will mean both parties having to accept that the initial research questions and the evaluation of data will be guided by musical intuitions, but that the gathering and analysis of data will be rigorous and undertaken with a ‘scientific’ detachment. Today, this conceptual intersection is at least recognised and has a name: ‘empirical musicology’, which, according to Honing (2006), “grew out of a desire to ground theories on empirical observation and to construct theories on the basis of the analysis and interpretation of such observations”. As Cook and Clarke put it: “Empirical musicology ... can be thought of as musicology that embodies a principled awareness of both the potential to engage with large bodies of relevant data, and the appropriate methods for achieving this”. One senses that in this sphere of activity that zygonic theory may most naturally find a future home.
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